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The afternoon of 4 November and the morning of 5 November consist of eight 
parallel sessions based on four conference themes (2 parallel sessions per 
theme, i.e. advanced technologies, conservation of plant genetic resources for 
food and agriculture, crop varietal development and adoption and, finally, seed 
systems) where 53 presentations will be made. 

This document contains the abstracts of all presentations from the eight parallel 
sessions made available by the presenters by 3 November 2021.
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Parallel Session 1.1: Modern plant breeding technologies 

Theme 1: ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

Next generation genomics and genomics assisted breeding    
Rajeev Varshney  
Research Program Director, Accelerated Crop Improvement, International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid 
Tropics (ICRISAT) and Professor, Murdoch University, Australia 

Crop production systems need to expand their outputs sustainably to feed a burgeoning human pop-
ulation. Advances in genome sequencing and other genomics technologies combined with efficient 
trait mapping procedures accelerate the availability of beneficial alleles for breeding and research. 
Next generation genomics has made it possible to assemble genomes of almost all key crop species. 
Targeted and rapid assembly of beneficial alleles using genomics-assisted breeding approaches are 
deliver ideal crop varieties for the future. ICRISAT and its partner institutes have decoded genome 
sequences and integrated advanced genome discoveries in crop improvement programs in several 
crops. Several high-yielding varieties with enhanced tolerance to biotic/abiotic stresses and higher 
nutrition have been developed in chickpea, pigeonpea and groundnut. Translating crop productivity 
gains from genomics-assisted breeding in farmers’ fields, however, require improved farmer access 
to innovative technologies and their adoption. A robust seed system—delivering improved cultivars 
steadily to replace old cultivars— is plausible for adapting agriculture to climate change.

Genome design of hybrid potato     
Sanwen Huang  
Director General, Agricultural Genomics Institute, Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CAAS), China 

Potato is the most important tuber crop, feeding over 1 billion people worldwide. Cultivated potato 
is autotetraploid, the genome of which is highly heterozygous. Due to the complexity of tetrasomic 
inheritance, the genetic gain in potato breeding is limited. Some century-old potato cultivars, such as 
Russet Burbank (released in 1902) and Bintje (bred in 1904), are still widely grown. Moreover, its clonal 
propagation bears a considerate carbon footprint. To overcome these drawbacks, we initiated the Up-
otato Plan, reinventing potato into an inbred line-based diploid crop propagated by seeds. However, 
self-incompatibility and severe inbreeding depression are two obstacles to hamper the development 
of inbred lines. We overcome the first obstacle by knockout of the S-RNase genes that control self-in-
compatibility, or application of natural self-compatibility genes. Then, we analyzed the genetic basis 
of inbreeding depression, and found that the mutation burden in potato is line-specific, suggesting 
crosses of different inbred lines will mask the effects of deleterious mutations and produce strong 
heterosis. Based on these, we developed the pipeline of genome design of hybrid potato. Using this 
strategy, we developed vigorous and fertile inbred lines (up to 99.94% homozygosity), derived from 
different lineages, and generated the first uniform F1 hybrid “Upotato1” by crossing two inbred lines 
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with different lineages. Due to the genomic complementarity, the F1 hybrid showed strong heterosis 
in growth vigor and yield. This study transforms potato breeding from a slow, non-accumulative mode 
into a fast-iterative one, thereby potentiating a broad spectrum of benefits to farmers and consumers.

Genome editing: Opportunities & challenges  
Dave Bubeck  
Research Director, Plant Breeding, Global Breeding Services, Corteva Agriscience

The outlook for genome editing to increase the rate of improvement of seed products is very promis-
ing for the seed industry, agriculture, and consumers. Plant breeders of species with long-term breed-
ing programs are often limited in germplasm diversity, therefore, constraining the rate of progress for 
further increases in performance, including grain yield, agronomic traits, and traits of consumer ben-
efit. Breeding goals to achieve simultaneous improvements for multiple traits is a highly quantitative 
and complex challenge. Genome editing offers a compelling tool for driving genetic improvements 
through multiple approaches: chromosomal rearrangements, extending favorable genetic variation 
beyond current levels, solving specific trait challenges such as disease susceptibility, and improving 
nutritional content. Finally, global policy alignment will be essential for investment justification and 
ultimately for the benefits of genome editing to be fully realized.

Brief intervention 1: Gene-editing of banana 
Leena Tripathi 
Director Eastern Africa Hub, International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA)

Banana (Musa spp.) is one of the major staple food crops grown in over 136 countries in the subtropics 
and tropics with annual global production of around 153 million metrics, feeding about 500 million 
people. It is valuable food security and cash crop as it can be cultivated in diverse environments and 
produces fruits throughout the year in favourable weather conditions. Its production is constrained 
mainly by diseases and pests in addition to other factors like declining soil fertility, narrow genetic 
diversity in germplasm, and inadequate availability of clean planting material. The use of disease-re-
sistant banana varieties is one of the most effective options to mitigate the negative impacts of patho-
gens in banana production. Modern breeding tools, including genetic modification and genome ed-
iting, can be applied to improve banana bypassing the natural bottlenecks of traditional breeding. 
Intensive efforts using genetic modification (GM) have developed improved banana varieties with 
resistance to biotic stresses. However, the commercialization of GM crops faces hurdles due to the 
complicated regulatory approval process. CRISPR/Cas9 based genome editing has emerged as the 
most powerful tool for crop improvement due to its capability of creating precise alterations in plant 
genome and trait stacking through multiplexing. The availability of a well-annotated, whole-genome 
sequence of banana coupled with established genetic transformation regeneration protocols makes 
the banana a strong candidate for gene editing. Recently, the robust CRISPR/Cas9-based genome ed-
iting of banana has been established, which can be applied for developing disease-resistant varieties. 
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The CRISPR/Cas9-based editing was applied to inactivate the integrated endogenous banana streak 
virus (eBSV), dsDNA badnavirus, integrated into the B genome of plantain (AAB), overcoming a major 
challenge in breeding and the dissemination of hybrids. The gene-edited events of plantain ‘Gonja 
Manjaya’ were generated with mutations in the targeted sites of integrated eBSV sequences in the 
host genome. Sequencing and phenotyping of the edited events showed targeted mutations and con-
firmed the inactivation of eBSV for its ability to be converted into infectious viral particles. 

IITA is currently advancing the application of gene-editing to control the banana Xanthomonas wilt, 
the most destructive banana disease in East Africa. BXW disease can be controlled by disrupting the 
function of disease-causing susceptibility (‘S’) genes, nutrient transporters, or negative regulators of 
plant defense. The target genes have been identified through literature or comparative transcriptom-
ics of BXW-resistant wild progenitor banana ‘Musa balbisiana’ and BXW-susceptible banana cultivar 
during early infection with Xcm. Recently, we demonstrated that disruption of the banana orthologue 
of the downy mildew resistance 6 (MusaDMR6) gene showed enhanced resistance to BXW disease. 

The advances in gene-editing have the potential to develop disease-resistant varieties of banana, 
which will contribute to food security, particularly in Africa. However, the commercialization of 
gene-edited products has some challenges due to the regulation of genome-edited products in var-
ious countries. The use of gene editing in crop improvement programs of banana will be boosted 
by developing science-based guidelines, which will treat the gene-edited varieties similar to those 
generated through conventional breeding, particularly where no foreign gene is inserted. A synopsis 
of recent advancements in the application of gene-editing of banana will be presented during this 
conference. It will also briefly describe the current status of regulatory requirements for the release of 
gene-edited crop varieties among different countries. 

Brief intervention 2: GM pulses 
TJ Higgins 
Honorary Fellow, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO), Australia

Pulses are much under-utilised food plants but there is growing interest in their role in sustainability 
and a renewed interest in the nutritive value of their grain, with a recent push towards foods with plant 
protein formulations. Plant breeding has made great progress in enhancing yield of pulses (some 
more than others), over the past two decades, but several abiotic and biotic stresses are not readily 
amenable to conventional genetic approaches. Gene technology and gene editing have potential to 
address some of these constraints. Although not generally considered a pulse, soybean, a closely 
related grain legume which is identified as an oilseed, serves as a good model for a GM pulse. For 
instance, a very large proportion (over 70%) of global soybeans are GM. These soybeans have led to 
increased farm incomes due to increased yields and reduced input costs. They are also credited with 
improved health and environmental outcomes because of reduced use of certain synthetic chemicals 
and their replacement with pest and weed control measures that are better for both health and the 
environment.
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More recently, similar approaches have been taken to improve several of the commonly used pulses, 
including chickpea, pea, common bean, cowpea, lentil, lupin and pigeon pea. In most cases, the first 
target for improvement is insect resistance, but virus resistance and weed control have also received 
attention. In all these pulses there are gene transfer systems available, so it is possible to consider 
GM and gene editing approaches. The systems are generally of low efficiency but are workable as 
illustrated by the very extensive literature on the topic. Many of the advances in GM pulses have not 
yet reached the commercialisation stage, in part because pulses are still generally not grown on a 
sufficiently large scale to warrant the investment to take them through the entire regulatory approv-
al process which is still costly. Two exceptions to this are common beans, that are resistant to bean 
yellow mosaic virus which has been commercialised in Brazil. The second GM pulse is the Bt cowpea 
which is resistant to the podborer, Maruca vitrata and has been recently commercialised in Nigeria. It 
is worth noting that these two pulses are staples in their respective countries and this may account for 
their progress in commercialisation. It is expected that these improved crops will be important tools 
in achieving some of the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals by 2030.

Brief intervention 3: Genome editing of cassava 
Ihuoma Okwuonu 
Plant Biotechnologist, National Root Crops Research Institute, Nigeria

Cassava is an important staple for over 800 million people and critical component of food and eco-
nomic security due to it resilience to climate change and tolerance to drought and marginal soils. 
However, the potentials of cassava are not fully maximized due to the impact of pest and diseases, 
deficiency in essential nutrients such as protein, minerals and vitamins as well as breeding difficulties 
including long breeding cycles, heterozygosity, low seed sets, high genetic load and high polymor-
phisms. Different improvement strategies including hybridization breeding, marker assisted selection, 
genomic selection, transgenic breeding and genome editing are being employed for genetic improve-
ment of cassava. Novel breeding technologies such as genome editing provides platform for tackling 
breeding bottle necks and has the advantage of precision and speed in producing cassava varieties 
with improved characteristics. Genome editing has been employed in cassava for engineering resis-
tance to viral and bacterial diseases, toxin elimination, improved processing qualities and developing 
herbicide resistant varieties.

Brief intervention 4: Policy and governance of new breeding technologies  
John McMurdy 
Vice-President, Innovation and Development, CropLife International

Nearly 20 governments have already issues some sort of clarifying policy guidance / directive regula-
tion on the governance of plant varieties developed using genome editing. While each system has its 
own nuanced elements, the majority of approaches rely on the presence or absence of a “novel com-
bination of genetic material” as the trigger for the application of regulatory measures either like GMO’s 
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or conventional varieties, respectively. Supplementing this trigger for a particular policy approach are 
other considerations including consultation processes, timelines, transparency/traceability and trade 
considerations, each of which can have significant impacts on the ultimate ability of genome editing 
to deliver food security and sustainability outcomes.

Parallel Session 1.2: Emerging Biotechnologies and 
Informatics Technologies 

Plant microbiome  
Vittorio Venturi 
Scientific Coordinator and Group Leader, Bacteriology and Strains4Plants, International Centre for Genetic Engineering 
and Biotechnology (ICGEB)

The advancement and low cost in NGS (Next-Generation-Sequencing) technologies and development 
of meta-omics with computational tools is beginning to generate extraordinary insights into the taxo-
nomic and functional composition of microbes associated with plants. Importantly, plant associated 
microbial communities have key roles in biotic and abiotic stress tolerance as well as nutrient acqui-
sition. Plant-microbe associations occur mainly at the leaf aerial parts in the phyllosphere and at root 
level in the rhizosphere. Biotic, abiotic factors and plant genotype are the major drivers of the phyl-
losphere microbiome. The rhizosphere (the nearest soil area to the roots) hosts a rich microbial plant 
community which provides a pivotal series of beneficial outcomes related to plant growth. Plant roots 
recruit their rhizosphere microbiome from bulk soil and a small number of the microbes from the rhi-
zosphere enter the plant colonising the root endosphere and some then move to other plant organs. 
The phylogenetic conservation of plant microbiomes infers an organized assembly of microbiomes 
which is directed by mechanisms which are at large unknown. These most likely involve cell-cell inter-
actions amongst microbes, plant-microbe signalling and root exudate effects. Plant genotype affects 
composition of the rhizosphere microbiome mainly via the selective drive influenced by root exuda-
tion, the immune system and root architecture. Future work will need to focus on the plant and mi-
crobial mechanisms responsible for the formation plant microbiomes using a variety of experimental 
approaches being a combination of traditional genetics/molecular approaches, synthetic commu-
nities (SynComs) and up-to-the-minute novel technologies like meta-omics, computational biology, 
mass spectroscopy and imaging. This presents a wealth of exciting research possibilities which will 
also lead to the development of prebiotic compounds as well as microbial probiotic competence for 
a more sustainable agriculture of economically important crops.
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A scale-based framework for governance and risk of emerging biotechnologies  
Jack Heinemann 
Professor, School of Biological Sciences, University of Canterbury, New Zealand

Limiting harm is the purpose of biosafety legislation specific to gene technology. Short of prohibiting 
the technology, and in the words of the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety, legislation also can promote 
responsible use. Lately the challenge has been how to describe gene technology to ensure adequate 
legislative scope and efficient risk assessment and risk management.1

As of this writing, both the European Union and Australia are consulting on these questions. Not surpris-
ing, both are also stuck in a semantic mud over definitions and blame what they call “new techniques” 
for this confusion. Are the new techniques fundamentally different in defining attributes that either 
make them difficult to describe for legislative and risk management purposes, or make them simply not 
worth regulating? Among the alternative options consulted is a form of tiering where the uses of, or the 
products made from, some techniques are effectively deregulated.

Most of the inconsistency in regulation is due to an attempt to work around changing notions of such 
things as genes, and missing the key term – technology – which offers a continuity across all the tools of 
gene technology (Figure 1). By remembering why we regulate any technology it becomes easier to see 
how to regulate gene technology.

We have proposed a critical control points framework for this purpose. Under this framework, uses and 
products of a technology are regulated because of the ubiquitous feature of technology: it is a way that 
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Figure 1. Critical control points

Technology viewed as a classification based on homology.

Homology is relatedness by descent. Gene technology has the essential characteristics of being a technology. The adjective in front of the word 
technology is the focus of semantic type governance while technology is the focus of safety governance. For the same reasons we regulate  
nuclear technology we regulate gene technology.

Technology is how people manipulate natural phenomena 
to do things faster and easier.

Gene technology is how people manipulate natural phenomena 
 to change genes and genetic material faster and easier.

Genome editing, Gene silencing, Gene insertion, Gene mutagenesis…
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people speed up or concentrate natural phenomena. Archimedes’ lever could shift the Earth much fast-
er and on his terms than would occur waiting for the right asteroid. So his lever was a technology.2

DNA biochemistry is a natural phenomenon. The tools of technology speed up or focus it. Evolution 
is a natural process, but if we substitute our tools for the invisible hands of natural selection, that is a 
technology. Conventional breeding to radiation mutagenesis to CRISPR/Cas9 are all technologies. They 
are not equally powerful technologies and do not have all the same critical control points, allowing for 
a differentiation of regulatory risk categories.

Individual critical control points define junctions where the use of the technology or product could ac-
celerate harm. These are true scales and not like the “pseudo-scales” such as size of change, foreignness 
of DNA, or naturalness of the change.

The characteristic of gene technology that justifies social governance through legislation is that it can 
amplify the rate and magnitude of harm by increasing the ease of use, number of people using it, range 
of types of organisms and numbers of individuals that it is used on, and the number of environments 
where it can be applied. Each gene technology does this relative to conventional breeding.

Tiering a technology’s critical control points provides a pathway of escape from endless divisions of an 
analogue continuum of size, DNA similarities or our favourite for clarity “changes that can be…produced 
in nature (i.e. naturally)”.3 None of these have scientific thresholds or in some cases even meaning. They 
invite mischief to evade the regulations or confuse the lay public and rely upon courts to set arbitrary 
boundaries as solutions.

The example of gene technology used in a containment facility illustrates a critical control point. It does 
not matter what technique is done in the facility provided that the facility can confine it and thereby 
protect human health or the environment.

Containment for the purposes of research was the first approach adopted when the new technique of 
ligating together DNA restriction fragments became possible.4 All uses and products in containment may 
possibly form a single category if their potential for harm scale change is controlled by containment. If 
the intention is to cause genetic changes in situ rather than in containment,5,6 then that use would be in 
a different category needing a risk assessment appropriate for that category.

The critical control points framework is not the same as a tiered regulatory framework which attempts to 
categorise techniques or products by a notion of their similarity to what occurs spontaneously. Once a 
tool is deregulated, then all uses by all those inclined to use a technique becomes possible. This is what 
does not happen in nature. Degregulation erases a critical control point.

We can attempt to control nature, but we ultimately can’t decide which laws of physics she uses - and 
we use the same ones. It isn’t the physics of mutagenesis that is the root of harms that are mitigated 
by regulations. It is how people focus underlying natural processes that is a source of scalable harm. 
Regulation around critical control points gives us power over the sources of harm we create.
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Policy and governance issues in synthetic biology 
Marianela Araya 
Environmental Affairs Officer, Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity

Synthetic biology is a cross-cutting and rapidly advancing discipline with increasing relevance for nu-
merous sectors.  Synthetic biology carries hopes and aspirations to address a multitude of global chal-
lenges related to biodiversity, climate change, safety, food and agriculture, the environment and others, 
but at the same time inspires concerns about potential impacts including those associated to biodiver-
sity. For synthetic biology to live up to its perceived potential, an enabling policy and regulatory environ-
ment is needed, which could promote maximizing potential benefits while minimizing risks. 

The cross-cutting nature of synthetic biology implies that a wide range of actors are currently active in 
shaping its governance. At the international level, several UN organizations as well as other initiatives 
are active and supporting discussions on synthetic biology related issues. The cross-cutting nature of 
synthetic biology may bring challenges for regulatory frameworks which are relevant to its international 
governance, including without limitation, those governing public health, conservation, commerce and 
trade, risk of harm, free prior informed consent, and access and benefit sharing.

Some of these challenges as well as key issues influencing the international governance of synthetic 
biology will be discussed, and examples will be provided in the context of the Convention on Biological 
Diversity.

Brief intervention 1: Systems biology 
Wolfram Weckwerth 
Head, Research Platform Vienna Metabolomics Center, University of Vienna, Austria 

Genotyping-by-sequencing has enabled approaches for genomic selection to improve yield, stress 
resistance and nutritional value. More and more resource studies are emerging providing 1000 and 
more genotypes and millions of SNPs for one species covering a hitherto inaccessible intraspecif-
ic genetic variation. The larger the databases are growing, the better statistical approaches for ge-
nomic selection will be available. However, there are clear limitations on the statistical but also on 
the biological part. Intraspecific genetic variation is able to explain a high proportion of the pheno-
types, but a large part of phenotypic plasticity also stems from environmentally driven transcriptional, 
post-transcriptional, translational, post-translational, epigenetic and metabolic regulation. Moreover, 
regulation of the same gene can have different phenotypic outputs in different environments. Con-
sequently, to explain and understand environment-dependent phenotypic plasticity based on the 
available genotype variation we have to integrate the analysis of further molecular levels reflecting 
the complete information flow from the gene to metabolism to phenotype which we call a PANOMICS 
platform integrating genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, metabolomics and phenotyping (1). We 
apply the PANOMICS platform to crop plants millet, wheat, barley, potato, tomato, legumes, grape-
vine, lotus, cacao, model systems for third generation biofuels Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, and other 
model systems. Interestingly, metabolomics platforms are already partially more cost-effective than 
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NGS platforms and are decisive for predicting stress resistance but also nutritional value (2-4). Recent-
ly, I coined the term of “Green Systems Biology”, the need to apply these systems biology technolo-
gies to environmental research, ecosystem analysis and biotechnology (5). In the framework of Green 
Systems Biology we propose three fundamental pillars for future breeding strategies (1): (i) combining 
genome selection with environment-dependent PANOMICS analysis and deep learning to improve 
prediction accuracy for marker-dependent trait performance; (ii) PANOMICS resolution at subtissue, 
cellular and subcellular level provides information about fundamental functions of selected markers; 
(iii) combining PANOMICS with genome editing and speed breeding tools to accelerate and enhance 
large-scale functional validation of trait-specific precision breeding. A reference will be given to the 
application of proteomics to drought stress adaptation processes in pearl millet and wheat demon-
strating the superior stress resilience of pearl millet genotypes and their corresponding stress marker 
(6). Another example is given for tissue-specific proteome maps of wheat seed development (7).

Brief intervention 2: ABS/Nagoya/DSI 
Emily Marden 
Research Associate, Department of Botany and Biodiversity Research Centre, University of British Columbia, Canada

This short intervention is intended to flag that the Emerging biotechnologies and informatics tech-
nologies discussed in this session raise issues for existing international agreements on access and 
benefit sharing of genetic resources.  I note that the access and benefit sharing frameworks and the 
implications of genomic information are being discussed in depth in Session 2.2, going on at this 
time.  However, I will briefly review the applicable agreements, which include the International Treaty 
for Plant Genetic Resources in Food and Agriculture (the Treaty), the Convention on Biological Diver-
sity and specifically its Nagoya Protocol. 

References
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Parallel Session 2.1: The global conservation system 

A. The Global Conservation System – how it works

Theme 2: CONSERVATION OF PLANT GENETIC 
RESOURCES FOR FOOD AND AGRICULTURE

Plant genetic resources for food and agriculture (PGRFA) conservation –  
global overview of diversity in situ, ex situ and on farm, how it is conserved and used   
Nigel Maxted 
Professor of Plant Genetic Conservation, School of Biosciences, University of Birmingham, United Kingdom

Plant genetic resource for Food and Agriculture (PGRFA) conservation focusses explicitly on the 
conservation of the taxon’s breadth of genetic diversity and link the conserved resources to utilisa-
tion in farming and breeding. Traditionally, PGRFA conservation has focussed almost exclusively on 
crops and, lately, their wild related species, a relatively small subset of all plant species, but a subset 
which underpins global food security and so sustains humankind itself. These resources are them-
selves threatened by the climate change, anthropogenic habitat modification and existential human 
population growth, which each cause genetic erosion and extinction of these fundamental import-
ant resources.  The use of PGRFA to sustain food and nutritional security is only possible if wasteful 
duplication of effort is reduced and efficiency of conservation and use are increased. More effective 
joined-up integration of conservation planning with conservation implementation, and conservation 
implementation with the utilization of conserved resource is required. As such, a critical review of the 
key steps in conservation and the use of PGR is provided to help secure PGRFA diversity for the future. 
Such a holistic approach to PGR conservation/use continuum is needed to address the post-2020 
conservation priorities currently being drafted, while also ensuring the UN Sustainable Development 
Goals for people and planet are achieved by 2030. 

Facilitating conservation of and access to PGRFA diversity through new conservation 
technologies, approaches and data  
Fiona Hay 
Senior Researcher, Department of Agroecology, Aarhus University, Denmark

Management of seed collections in crop genebanks has a defined workflow, with many different 
steps. Underpinning everything, is the information management system. In this presentation I will 
discuss how effective data management, more scientific thinking, evidence-based protocols and new 
technologies can come together to improve efficiency in how we conserve PGRFA.
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Tools and data to help identify PGRFA diversity for use (FIGS, Genesys, Visualisation tools, 
genotyping data)  
Ahmed Amri  
Former Head, Genetic Resources, International Center for Agricultural Research in the Dry Areas (ICARDA)

Genetic resources are key to sustaining agricultural development in the face of climate change and 
other challenges. They are conserved ex situ in genebanks while larger populations are available on 
farm in farmers’ fields and in situ in the remaining undisturbed natural habitats. These genetic are 
raw material for crop improvement efforts to develop productive varieties, resistant to major diseas-
es and insects, tolerant to drought heat and salinity and having quality and nutritional attributes 
need by consumers, but can also serve for restoration and rehabilitation of degraded systems. Access 
and exchange of genetic resources need to be facilitated and be efficient in finding needed diversity. 
There are large collections conserved in some genebanks for crops of global significance as in the 
case of CGIAR genebanks, which are the major distributors of genetic resources and germplasm. As 
alternatives to random subsetting and to core/mini core and reference set collections, the filtering 
and predictive modelling approaches using Focused Identification of Germplasm Strategy (FIGS) are 
proposed to target traits requested by users. Predictive modelling can also be used to target adap-
tive traits in situ and on-farm to fill the gaps in the existing collections. The success of the predictive 
approaches is tightly linked to the availability of accurate passport data, environment and soil layers, 
information on onset data for different crops, and expert knowledge on the traits targeted. While gap 
analysis using geographical representativeness can allow more accessions in the collections, traits 
targeted collecting needs to be more adopted as it can add novel diversity for major challenges. FIGS 
approaches are fully adopted at ICARDA genebank and have been successful in identifying breed-
ers sought adaptive traits including diseases and pests resistance and heat and drought tolerance in 
manageable sized subsets of barley, chickpea, faba bean,  lentil, and both bread and durum wheats. 
Predictive modelling can also allow the identification of areas for promoting in situ/on-farm conser-
vation of agrobiodiversity, including the establishment of protected or managed natural habitats for 
conservation of crop wild relatives and range and pastoral species. The efficiency of predictive ap-
proaches can be augmented significantly by availability of phenotyping data and their the flow back 
from requestors, and by the availability of genotyping data which will allow to identify more allelic 
variations and genomic regions associated with environment factors.
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Farming systems based on PGRFA diversity – impact on livelihoods and resilience 
Karen Mapusua 
Director, Land Resources Division, Pacific Community (SPC)

Farming systems in the Pacific Island countries are varied and complex and have proven to be usually 
robust and productive. Smallholder agriculture based on shifting agroforestry systems has generally 
provided a high level of food security and has been a ‘hidden strength’ of food security in the region 
(McGregor, A. 2011). However, all of the Pacific Islands traditional crops are vulnerable to the impact 
of climate change due to their narrow genetic base. Exacerbating this situation, according to Thaman 
(2002), in many areas of the Pacific, agricultural and food systems are being rapidly degraded, and 
their biodiversity lost. Of particular concern he states is the breakdown of these traditional shifting 
agro-forestry systems in which a wide range of fruit trees and other culturally and ecologically valu-
able trees, plants and wild and domesticated animal life were deliberately protected within a matrix 
of ground and tree crops and various stages of fallow vegetation. 

Pacific Island agriculture is vulnerable to increasing variability in weather and climatic trends as 
well as a progressive loss of biodiversity. Coastal areas are vulnerable to sea level rise due to climate 
change as well as the usual variations of the El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events and storm 
surges, resulting in salinisation of coastal farming areas. The effects of climate change are already be-
ing experienced, with decreases in crop yields, changes in flowering and crop suitability over different 
altitudes, changes in pest loads and outbreaks of pests and diseases due to changes in temperature 
and humidity conditions. Such effects are expected to be exacerbated with projected changes in cli-
mate variability and extreme weather events, sea level rise and increased storm surges. (McGregor, A. 
et al. 2011)

In the face these changes and impacts, a range of Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture 
(PGRFA) sector-related climate adaption strategies and coping mechanisms have been recognised for 
implementation, including:

•  Enhancing the resilience of traditional and sustainable cropping systems;

•  Promoting appropriate traditional planting material preservation;

•  Developing improved germplasm for crops that is better suited to climatic extremes and  
the associated pest and disease problems; and

•  Ensuring that secure and effective planting material production systems 
(community, national and regional) are in place. (McGregor, A. et al. 2011)

While agrobiodiversity is widely recognised as the fundamental foundation for food security as it per-
forms functions and delivers services that agriculture depends on (Jackson et al. 2005) there has been 
limited quantifiable assessment in the Pacific of the impact on livelihoods and resilience of farming 

B. The Global Conservation System – what impact has it had?
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systems based on PGRFA- traditional or modern. There does exist a variety of anecdotal evidence of 
benefits, and a valuable cost benefit analysis of germplasm conservation and crop improvement as a 
climate change adaptation strategy that go some way to illustrating impact.

This paper will provide an overview of the impact of some intentional increase of PGRFA in farming 
systems through two anecdotal examples of the benefits of PGRFA based farming systems:

• An organic farmer in New Caledonia utilising agrobiodiversity for pest management 

• Income benefits of plant breeding from introduced PGRFA- Vanuatu

and present two IUCN case studies assessing the social and economic value of germplasm and crop 
improvement utilising crops provided by the Centre for Pacific Crops and Trees (CePaCT) as a climate 
change adaptation strategy (McGregor, A. et al. 2011):

• Utilizing regional and national germplasm collections as a climate change adaptation strategy:  
a reactive response to taro leaf blight (TLB) in Samoa

• Broadening the genetic base of root crops in Vanuatu: a proactive climate change adaptation 
strategy study discusses the cost benefit assessment of germplasm conservation and crop 
improvement as a climate change adaptation strategy   

Conclusions will be drawn supporting recommendations for the need for a variety of approaches to 
strengthen accessibility of genetic resources and availability of information in Pacific Island countries 
and investment in documenting and assessing resilience and livelihood impacts of PGRFA, beyond 
cost benefit analysis considering also ethnocultural impacts and health outcomes of biodiverse agri-
food systems of the Pacific.  

Economic impacts of using PGRFA diversity in crop improvement  
Nelissa Jamora 
Agricultural Economist, Global Crop Diversity Trust

We highlight three recurring, salient points on the economics of crop diversity conservation. First, the 
sources of genebank values are diverse. Hence, a diversity of approaches is also needed to document 
varied ways that genebanks benefit society. No single methodology can capture the multiple kinds 
of market and non-market values from the germplasm conserved in genebanks and the services they 
provide to users from both low- and high-income countries. 

Second, the conservation of crop diversity is a global activity, and no country can do it alone. We pres-
ent several examples of the importance of germplasm exchange in the development of crop varieties 
from one country to another. Crop diversity conservation requires inter-organizational cooperation 
and global commitment to safeguard valuable genetic resources and find solutions to agricultural 
challenges.
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Finally, we recognize that the conservation of PGRFA is a long-term effort and requires continuous 
documentation of use and impacts, in parallel to the breeding and research programs. Why are we 
obliged to continue making the case for the impacts of genebanks? Because conserving and deliver-
ing plant genetic resources will require long-term investment in routine operations and supportive re-
search and various optimization processes. None of these investments will be easy to obtain without 
an understanding of the evolving values embedded in genebanks and in the resources they manage.

Successful case studies for implementing ABS measures in South America - What can we learn? 
Simone Ferreira 
Lawyer, Nogueira Ferreira Advogados Associados, Brazil

Brazil was one of the first countries to regulate access and benefit-sharing through a national law. 
Starting in 2000, the country established a complicated system based on case-by-case PIC & MAT.

In this time, difficulties were numerous: the previous law was complicate to implement - lack of clarity 
on the requirements, terms and scope, overly bureaucratic and time-consuming procedures in place. 
As a result, there was few permits, disincentive for research and development of products based on 
biodiversity, reduction on GRFA collecting and exchange.

In 2014/15, after several companies and institutions faced compliance problems, a new law was dis-
cussed and approved by National Congress: Law 13,123 (‘Brazilian ABS Law’ or ‘the Brazilian Biodi-
versity Law’).

This new framework made relevant modifications in the Brazilian ABS legal system. It also highlighted 
the importance of ITPGRFA (International Treaty) and recognized the need for special rules for genetic 
resources for food and agriculture.

There are many differences between the 2 systems, the established by Provisional Act 2186-15/01 and 
the establish by Law 13,123/15. First, regulation moves from an authorization system to a registration 
system. Before 2015, biodiversity users needed an authorization prior to access genetic resources and 
benefit sharing was negotiated case by case, sometimes with multiple providers.

Under Law 13,123/15, biodiversity users need to register the access prior to economic exploitation. 
Second, benefit sharing rules are clearer and more stable. There is also a fixed amount of benefit shar-
ing for genetic resources access: 1% of net sales. In the case of genetic resources, it’s not necessary to 
negotiate ABS with private providers, only with Brazilian government.

One of the main improvements of the new law is a different treatment for genetic resources for food 
and agriculture. The framework adapted the access and benefit sharing measures for genetic resourc-
es for food and agriculture. In this way, agricultural activities have facilitated rules for access and 
benefit sharing.

Parallel Session 2.2: Access and benefit-sharing 
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The concept of agricultural activities was established to delimit the application of differentiated treat-
ment. For this purpose, agricultural activities mean “activities of producing, processing and commer-
cializing food, beverages, fibers, energy and planted forest. It’s important to note that this concept 
excludes ornamental and medicinal use as well as companion animals. ABS general rules prevail for 
these uses.

Agriculture differentiated treatment under Brazilian Biodiversity Law consists in some measures 
adapted for the needs of this sector. Some problems that occurred under the old law were resolved. 
These measures are publication of lists of animal and plant species, exclusive benefit sharing in re-
productive material, no benefit sharing obligations for agricultural inputs, traceability in product reg-
istration and plant variety protection, compliance under shared competence of Ministry of Agriculture 
and Ministry of Environment.

GRFA are all genetic resources (genetic heritage) used in agricultural activities, including wild species, 
crop wild relatives, domesticated and cultivated species occurring in situ conditions, landraces, micro-or-
ganisms isolated from national territory, substances derived from your metabolism and information.

Sometimes, it’s very difficult to determinate whether a particular genetic resource is within the scope 
of national legislation or not. Introduced species lists are published to resolve this lack of clarity. 
These lists contain species that have been introduced into the country and are not found in situ con-
ditions. In other words, if the species is on the list, the abs rules established in the Biodiversity Law do 
not apply. Animal and plant species list are published by the Ministry of Agriculture.

In the case of microorganisms, determining the origin is more complicated, especially for those that 
are widely spread. For this question, there is no adequate ecological answer to guide the legal deci-
sion. So, the legislator chose to consider as genetic heritage the microorganisms isolated from the 
Brazilian territory.

All users of genetic resources are required to register their research and technological development 
in the electronic system called SISGEN. The triggers for the registration are samples shipment abroad, 
intellectual property right’s application, intermediate’s product commercialization, results’ publica-
tion of results in scientific or communication media, notification of a finished product or reproductive 
material developed as result of the access.

Benefit sharing for agricultural activities is exclusively on reproductive material developed as result of 
the access. It’s mandatory to notify the reproductive material before the beginning of its sale.

Benefit sharing can be monetary or non-monetary. Monetary benefit sharing is 1% of net sales of 
seeds and seedlings. Non-monetary benefit sharing can be under benefit sharing agreements with 
the purpose of conservation and sustainable use of GRFA, p. ex.

Benefit sharing exemption: Exchange and dissemination of genetic heritage and associated tradition-
al knowledge practiced by indigenous peoples, traditional community or traditional farmer for their 
own benefit and based on their usages, customs, and traditions.
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Brazilian ABS system has specific checkpoints for GRFA. These checkpoints enable country to monitor 
how GRFA are used along the value chain for commercial use. Checkpoints performed by the Ministry 
of Agriculture: the systems’ databases on protection and registration of cultivars, seeds, and seed-
lings, of products, establishments and agricultural inputs, information on the international transit of 
goods and agricultural inputs.

The bodies responsible for enforcing ABS rules for GRFA are the Ministry of Agriculture and the Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency (IBAMA). The compliance mechanisms are the administrative verifica-
tion procedure, monitoring of utilization and checkpoints, infractions, and administrative sanctions.

Administrative offenses shall be punishable by the following penalties: warning, fines (from R$ 
10,000.00 to R$ 10,000,000.00, when the infraction is committed by a legal entity), apprehension, tem-
porary suspension of the manufacture and sale of the product, etc.

The monetary benefits are deposited by users directly in the National benefit Sharing fund. The re-
ceived fund will then be used for projects aimed at promoting the conservation of biological diversity 
and/or traditional knowledge. They also can be used by food and agriculture sectors, including germ-
plasm banks and collections.

After 5 years of implementation the Biodiversity Law, there are still challenges to be faced. Some of 
them are improve traditional farmers participation, promote the native biodiversity sustainable use, 
efficient regulation, and compliance for access to DSI, monitoring the ABS regulation system, use of 
ABS funds to promote the sustainable use, Nagoya Protocol adequacy.

Evolving ABS systems in China for sustainable development and food security 
Qingwen Yang  
Professor and Group Leader, Institute of Crop Sciences, Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CAAS), China 
 

This presentation mainly focus on the status, existing problems and the main work in the future of 
ABS related issues in China. 

China is recognized to be the mega-diversity country, and one of the eight origin centers of crops and 
the three origin centers of agriculture in the World. It is abundant of genetic resources and related 
traditional knowledge. Chinese government has paid much attention on collection and conservation 
of genetic resources and achieved many progresses.

However, there is no legislation on ABS at present to deal with international issues of ABS. Since the 
early of this century, Chinese government recognized the importance of ABS for the conservation and 
sustainable utilization of genetic resources. In 2005, the revised Animal Husbandry Law provide that 
“for private export and cooperation with foreign organizations, the utilization of animal and poultry 
resources in the protection name list, the user shall apply husbandry administration department at 
the provincial level, and provide a measure of benefit sharing at the same time”. It was the first regu-
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lation of ABS in laws. Since then, the Patent Law and some policies provided more regulations to deal 
with ABS at both international and national levels. 

Based on the analyses of the reasons to cause that China has no ABS laws or regulations, we found 
that there are some conflicts of ABS with the Constitution of the People's Republic of China, and Chi-
na has not ratified ITPGRFA. To put forward the implementation of ABS in China, we provide some 
suggestions for future work. Including: (1) The theoretical and practical research on the sovereignty, 
ownership and the right to use of genetic resources and IP. (2) Formulate a specific regulation on ABS 
based on Nagoya Protocol, ITPGRFA and Chinese status. (3) Establish mechanisms to divide genetic 
resources into different owners, except those conserved in public agencies, other genetic resources 
could be belonged to private sectors or farmers. (4) Apply and ratify ITPGRFA.

Exchanges between public and private sectors  
Marisé Borja 
Biosolutions Director, Syntech Research Group

Since the inception of the Nagoya protocol the implementation of the ABS has been uneven. While 
genebank repositories and multinationals are aware of the compliance need, other public institutions 
and smaller companies have not been able to cope or implement the protocol as efficiently and it is 
only when the patent, deposit or market is envisioned when the issue is addressed.

There are some success stories such as the breeding of New Guinea Impatiens by the Japanese com-
pany Sakata who made an agreement with the Indonesian Government. However, there is still a need 
of global training on how and when to implement Nagoya successfully, the further expansion to all 
geographies so there are no backdoors and the development of fair mechanisms so it would be easier 
for smaller companies to comply.

ABS in an increasingly digitized future 
David Ellis 
Scientist Emeritus, International Potato Center

Increasingly, we use and access digital information in our daily lives.  However, there currently exists 
a lack of understanding, consensus, or agreement regarding how access and benefit Sharing (ABS) 
regimes can be applied to digital information. This has been highlighted by the current debate over 
digital sequence information (DSI).  While there is basic agreement that the use of genetic resources 
collections increasingly relies on DSI and that open access to DSI databases is instrumental to the 
non-monetary benefits derived from its use, there is little agreement on if or how monetary benefits 
could be derived from use of DSI derived from genetic resources collections. It is extremely important 
that DSI databases remain open and inclusive to as many users as possible because the understand-
ing and deciphering of these sequences relies on use of prior information and thereby building the 
data resource.  One option currently being discussed for ABS under the ITPGRFA is a subscription sys-
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tem for access to the physical genetic resources, which would also include all information associated 
with this genetic resource, including DSI.  The Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR) is one example 
of a DSI database which is supported by a subscription system, although monetary benefit sharing 
is not a component of the subscription.  Nevertheless, this does provide evidence where a plant mo-
lecular community has moved successfully to a subscription system, thereby providing evidence that 
subscription systems for DSI databases do function.  

Optimizing access and benefit-sharing 
Amber Scholz 
Deputy to the Director, Leibniz Institute DSMZ–German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures, Germany

Access and benefit-sharing (ABS) has a long tradition of being a noble goal with thorny real-life chal-
lenges. Five practical ideas for optimizing ABS are presented: simplify, digitize, future-proof, de-cou-
ple, and scientific capacity building. These ideas will be examined both for genetic resources as well 
as digital sequence information. 
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Parallel Session 3.1: Accelerating genetic gains in crops 

Theme 3: CROP VARIETAL DEVELOPMENT 
AND ADOPTION

Keynote: Accelerating genetic gain for sustainable development  
Barbara Wells 
Global Director, Genetic Innovations, CGIAR 

I would like to start by thanking FAO, the organizers of the Global Conference on the Green Develop-
ment of Seed Industries, for this wonderful opportunity to speak to you today. This topic is very dear 
to me and represents one of the underpinnings of our transformation into OneCGIAR, outlined by 
Marco Ferroni, Chair of the Board of the CGIAR System Organization, in his plenary speech yesterday. 

Today I want to build on that speech and will look in a bit more detail at accelerating genetic gains for 
sustainable development. 

In my talk today, I will give an overview of what crop improvement programs bring to the 2030 Agenda 
for Sustainable Development. I will look at the complex challenges that today’s breeders are helping 
to solve and then at some of the reasons that farmers adopt or don’t adopt new and improved variet-
ies. I will focus on the role of market intelligence in leveraging cutting-edge technologies so that new 
and improved varieties better meet end-user needs. Finally, I will highlight the importance of partner-
ships and an enabling policy environment to accelerate genetic gains for sustainable development.

New and improved crop varieties are strategic assets for sustainable development. They can generate 
sustainable livelihoods at the market, help farmers adapt food systems to climate change, protect 
biodiversity, bring inclusive growth and empowerment for women, youth, and Indigenous Peoples, 
and put nutritious, affordable, and tasty food on our plates. Successfully accelerating genetic gains 
means ensuring new and improved crop varieties meet the needs of farmers, markets, the environ-
ment, and consumers, and are accessible and affordable to all. At the same time, crop breeding needs 
to respect traditional food cultures and recognize the role that farmers and other custodians have 
played over millennia in safeguarding the genetic diversity upon which crop improvement programs 
depend, including that found in the wild and on farmers’ fields, as well as in genebanks. While it is not 
the main topic of my speech, I want to take a moment to recognize that breeding and stewardship of 
genetic resources are vital elements of accelerating genetic gains for sustainable development. 

So, as in any good story, I will start at the beginning. 

In the 1960s, much of the world was on the brink of famine. Scientists stepped up to the challenge 
by developing new high-yielding wheat and rice varieties. The Green Revolution enabled food pro-
duction to outpace population increases, and undoubtedly saved lives, reducing food insecurity and 
poverty –30-60% of yield increases in farmers’ fields can be traced back to the work of geneticists. 
Along the way, the process of breeding new and improved crop varieties has become quicker and 
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more cost-effective, and the potential benefits and possibilities have increased. Yet the rate of genetic 
gain has slowed, and in many crops, the adoption of new varieties by smallholder farmers, particu-
larly women, falls short of expectations. At the same time, the challenges have changed. Agriculture 
today contributes to large-scale land and water degradation, biodiversity losses, and greenhouse gas 
emissions. It is responsible for a third of anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions and 70% of fresh-
water use. The productivity of about 25% of global land has declined, while population growth will 
push global food demand 50 to 60% higher by 2050. The food we produce is not only failing planetary 
health but people’s health too. 811 million people faced hunger in 2020 – 161 million more than in 
2019 – and two billion people have micronutrient deficiencies, which means they lack the essential 
vitamins they need in their diets.

Today, scientists have a different brief, to build on what we have learned in the past by innovating 
to meet today’s challenges. It is no longer enough to feed the world, we need to nourish it too with 
a steady stream of diverse seeds that contribute to nutrition, health, and food security; poverty re-
duction, livelihoods, and jobs; gender equality, youth and social inclusion, climate adaptation and 
mitigation; and environmental health and biodiversity. At the same time, the demand for new and 
improved crop varieties is increasing and becoming more urgent. 

Take climate change, for example, particularly timely as global leaders meet this week in the UK 
for COP26. Climate change is expected to reduce crop productivity by about 5% for every degree of 
warming – the latest UN climate report predicts that the average temperature for the next five years 
will be at least 1.5 °C higher than historic temperatures. It will also bring new crop pests and diseases. 
In 2020, about 40% of the world’s crops losses were caused by crop pests, costing USD 70 billion and 
devastating the livelihoods of millions of smallholders. Fall armyworm, a crop pest that feeds on food 
security crops like maize, sorghum, and millet, is devastating harvests in more than 100 countries so 
far. Simply put, as countries get warmer, the pest can thrive in more places. CGIAR, in collaboration 
with public and private sector partners, has set a target to reduce crop loss by approximately 20% and 
pesticide use by approximately 50% which will bring huge livelihood, food security, and environmen-
tal benefits. 

The future looks bright. But no matter what the technology or genetic trait on offer, genetic gains 
on their own are not enough to achieve sustainable development. It is clear that farmers need more 
productive, and more resilient crops that meet their needs, yet it is only when seeds are planted in 
farmer’s fields, sold at the market, taken to large urban centers, or served on consumers’ plates, that 
they can deliver their intended impact on the ground. Despite great technical gains in breeding, many 
varieties are not adopted. Understanding the many reasons why it is critical so that breeding pro-
grams can deliver what the end-user needs when they need it.

A couple of examples…

A high-yielding variety of a crop may be a hit with men farmers as it brings good returns at the market. 
However, women farmers, who are often tasked with gathering firewood and preparing household 
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meals, may reject it if it has a long cooking time or does not have the right texture or aroma for a tradi-
tional recipe, or if their children won’t eat it. Women-preferred traits are often overlooked, and women 
also have less access – if they had the same access as men, yields could increase by 30%. 

Another driver is risk. If a farmer replaces a tried and tested variety with one that fails, or that no one 
wants to buy at the market, that farmer will lose money that the family needs. Research shows that 
farmers with more resources are more willing to try a new variety than ones with fewer resources, in 
the same way, that a small-scale seed business may be reluctant to invest in promoting a new product 
rather than relying on its failsafe lines. Risks need to be mitigated if new and improved varieties are to 
be truly open to all. 

New varieties also need to respond to the preferences of urban women and men consumers – today, 
55% of the world's population lives in urban areas. This in turn has led to an increase in consumer 
demand for processed foods that are quick and easy to prepare, which in turn, influences market pref-
erences, for example, ease of processing or transport and storage. Identifying these varied character-
istics and breeding for them as efficiently as possible is essential for widespread impact. To this end, 
OneCGIAR is launching a new research initiative that combines market intelligence and cutting-edge 
technologies. 

Farming no longer happens only in fields. Modern breeding is a high-tech knowledge business that 
accelerates breeding with greater accuracy, helping farmers keep pace with climate change. Cut-
ting-edge tools can enable breeders to develop the robust, resilient, productive, market-demanded 
varieties that farmers need and have great potential to accelerate the development of elite varieties 
with traits that would be unattainable using conventional breeding. But the whole process will be 
underpinned and driven by market intelligence to increase adoption rates. 

Market intelligence means that we can develop investment portfolios for breeding that put end us-
ers first, targeting specific needs of people in different parts of the world, in different agroecological 
environments, and in different cultural contexts, creating combinations of crops that are tailored to 
the needs and desires of men and women farmers, processors, traders and both rural and urban con-
sumers.

But no one can do this alone – to accelerate genetic gains for sustainable development, we need to 
work together to gather market intelligence so that local solutions can quickly become global solu-
tions. Market intelligence includes a wide range of disciplines including gender and marketing spe-
cialists, economists, geospatial scientists, nutritionists, and representatives from national breeding 
programs to ensure that genetic innovations are equitable and impactful, meet the needs and priori-
ties of disadvantaged groups and bring good returns on investment. 

At OneCGIAR, we have undergone a significant transformation to change the way we do breeding so 
that end-user needs drive breeding programs, rather than the other way around, and have combined 
the CGIAR centers’ intellectual capital, infrastructure, and capacities, creating shared services for our 
partners and stakeholders. This should substantially shorten the time needed to develop more resil-
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ient and nutritious varieties and will facilitate shaping policies to incentivize the turnover of older vari-
eties; strengthen national and regional seed systems through capacity development and sustainable 
business models and promote public-private sector partnerships. 

Public-private sector partnerships are particularly crucial to this effort, especially for delivering new 
varieties and other technologies to farmers and consumers. We can all learn from the achievements 
in other sectors in modernizing breeding programs, implementing continuous improvement, setting 
clear priorities, and meeting the demand in priority markets. Building on market intelligence, partner-
ing with businesses can help bridge the gap between innovation use and impact at scale. 

Of course, there are other considerations to achieve impact at scale including seed delivery pathways 
- Ian Barker, Global Agri-Food Systems Program Director, International Potato Center (CIP) will discuss 
these during his keynote speech in session 3.2 later this morning so I will not go into detail here. 

For example, data can guide where to put funding for the best returns to accelerate genetic gains for 
sustainable development in priority areas, such as analyzing levels of investment per person, or per 
person in poverty and/or per person that is micronutrient deficient instead of trying to focus on every 
crop, everywhere, simultaneously. 

A new multi-stakeholder collaboration hub and investor dashboard will make it easier to monitor and 
guide new investments through evidence-based metrics that look at breeding in terms of sustainable 
development outcomes. 

All too often, breeding has overfocused on the improvement of single varieties rather than looking at 
the food system as a whole and has overfocused on yield to the exclusion of nutrition and the charac-
teristics demanded by farmers and consumers, such as taste and cooking time. But the good news is 
that there are also many stories of success.

Case study 2: Bean improvement  
Elcio Perpetuo Guimaraes 
Director General, Embrapa Rice and Beans Research Center, Brazil

Embrapa´s bean improvement program starts by making use of the genetic diversity available on its 
genebank, where there are around 18,000 accessions. Breeding objectives were set up years ago and 
are adjusted, when necessary, to ensure they represent farmers, markets, and consumers demands. 
A team of scientists including breeders, pathologists, entomologists, agronomists, and socioecono-
mists, carries on the breeding activities. In order to accelerate genetic gain bean breeders apply differ-
ent breeding methods, including through using support of biotechnological tools. The methodology 
used by Embrapa runs through traditional methods, such as pedigree and bulk, and it also includes 
recurrent selection. Biotechnological tools are used in backcross assisted selection and transgenic 
cultivar development. It is worth mentioning that Embrapa is the first public sector institution ever 
to release a transgenic cultivar to the market (BRS FC401 RMD). Looking ahead to potential prob-
lems the program also carries on preventive breeding activities, focusing on one disease with poten-
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tial to threat the country´s production. To ensure impact, the program created a business technical 
committee to analyze and choose the breeding lines to be released as cultivars and also to design 
the most adequate business model for each cultivar to reach the market. The program also forged a 
strong link between breeding activities and the seed-producing sector. Recently, the breeding pro-
gram established a public-private-partnership with 11 seed producers, where they support some of 
the breeding program´s activities and ensure seed production and distribution to farmers. As result 
of these strategies Embrapa released several cultivars, such as BRS Estilo, BRS FC402, BRS FC406, 
among others, some of them yielding more than 5.0 ton/ha. These releases give to Embrapa over 60% 
of the Brazilian bean market share. In summary, Embrapa´s bean breeding is a successful program 
that uses different breeding strategies to accelerate genetic gains to impact Brazilian production in a 
sustainable manner.

Case study 3: Harvest Plus orange sweet potato  
Maria Andrade 
Sweet Potato Breeder, International Potato Centre

More than 40% of children under five years of age suffer from vitamin A deficiency  in sub-Saharan 
Africa, SSA.  The dominant sweetpotato varieties in SSA are white- or yellow-fleshed containing no 
or low levels of beta-carotene, respectively. Our initial sweetpotato work in Africa began in the 1990s, 
when support for agriculture was falling, so initial efforts to improve child nutrition relied on selec-
tion of “best-bet” varieties often bred in other parts of the world had low adoption in the continent.  
Biofortification is breeding vitamin A into key staple crops and is one among several interventions 
in place to address vitamin A deficiency. Staple crops biofortified with beta-carotene are orange in 
color. Breeding progress for biofortified orange sweetpotato (OSP) has been much faster than for the 
other vitamin A enhanced staples given the natural occurrence of high levels of beta-carotene in many 
sweetpotato varieties. With the breeding effort and seed system many varieties have been released 
and more than 6 million households/beneficiaries have been reached with OSP. Some varieties have 
been released in several countries. This presentation reviews key factors influencing the uptake of 
OSP, the breeding investment, key delivery approaches that have been tested in the region and efforts 
to broaden government and other stakeholder engagement and later the modernization in breeding 
to improve genetic gain and seed system.

Case Study 4: Wheat quality improvement in China 
Zhonghu He 
Head, Research Group, Wheat Quality Breeding, Center for Crop Genetics and Breeding, Chinese Academy of Agricultural 
Sciences (CAAS), China and International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center (CIMMYT)

Wheat is the third leading crops in China and over 85% Chinese wheat is used to make steamed bread 
and noodles. Chinese wheat is characterized with weak dough and significant variation of end-prod-
uct color. The objective of wheat quality breeding in China is to improve dough quality for pan bread 
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and blending purpose and improve color related traits for traditional products, and significant prog-
ress has been made in research and breeding during the last 20 years. Two constrains are limiting 
the use of molecular markers in wheat breeding. Gene-specific marker is ideal in breeding program, 
however very limited number of markers is available. There is a shortage of high-throughput platform, 
makes marker testing expensive and time consuming. This presentation will focus on gene-specific 
marker development and application, establishment of high-throughput KASP platform for breeding 
program, and quality cultivar development.

Genomic information in rice, maize, and wheat have been used to clone wheat genes, and develop 
gene-specific markers during the last 20 years. Higher yellow pigment (YP) is desirable for yellow al-
kaline noodle (YAN) and durum wheat pasta, but undesirable for Chinese noodles. Psy genes at chro-
mosome 7A and 7B responsible for yellow color in wheat noodles were cloned, allelic variation were 
identified, and gene specific markers were developed and validated. 

Gene characterization and gene-specific marker development in flour color related traits include Pds, 
Lcye, 1BL.1RS, Ppo, Lox, and Pod, by the same approaches. There are 63 gene specific markers avail-
able in wheat quality traits including high molecular weight glutenin subunits (HMW-GS) and low mo-
lecular weight glutenin subunits (LMW-GS) for dough quality, color related traits, and grain hardness.

90K and 660K SNP arrays are widely used to construct high-density linkage maps, and QTL mapping 
and genome-wide association study (GWAS) based on SNP array are very powerful tools in locating 
candidate genes, and for marker-assisted selection. SNP arrays is used to understand color associat-
ed traits in our program. Black point is characterized by dark discoloration at the embryo end of the 
kernel and we need to develop cultivars with less incidence of black point, however no genetic infor-
mation is available. Resistance to black point can be selected by the molecular markers of PPO genes 
on 2AL and 5B, and POD genes on 3AL, based on GWAS.

All gene-specific markers in wheat are PCR-gel based markers, and limitations in breeding applica-
tion include higher cost in labor and chemistries, longer time, and less flexibility and accuracy. KASP 
(Kompetitive Allele Specific PCR) is the most desirable technology for SNP genotyping with desirable 
flexibility, high throughput and low cost. There are 142 KASP assays available for wheat and a central 
facility has been established, 1536 cultivars can be genotyped with 142 available markers in 2-3 days, 
with 9 cents per data point including DNA extraction, and are highly consistent with results from PCR 
markers.

About 100 markers are routinely used in parental characterization and advanced lines confirmation 
in our program. Around 15 crosses are performed per year for molecular maker assisted program fo-
cused on quality improvement, and six cultivars such as Zhongmai 1062 , Zhongmai 578, and Jimai 
22, have been released in the last three years. The key points include we needed excellent knowledge 
of breeding parents, both phenotype and genotype information, single cross or limited backcross, 
large population size of 500-600 plants for backcross. More importantly, it needs to be fully integrated 
with conventional breeding program with combination of field selection and quality evaluation.
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Parallel Session 3.2: Facilitated adoption of improved 
varieties by small-scale farmers

Development of nutrient efficient rice varieties on small-scale farms in Madagascar 
Matthias Wissuwa 
Senior Scientist, Japan International Research Center for Agricultural Sciences (JIRCAS), Japan

Most lowland rice in Madagascar is grown on highly weathered soils without any mineral fertilizer inputs 
and yields are consequently low at just below 3 t/ha for the national average. Deficiency of phosphate 
(P) rather than nitrogen (N) appears to be the main limiting factor under these conditions. We set out to 
develop rice varieties specifically adapted to such low-input lowland environments. Our strategy relied 
on i) selecting donors with known tolerance to P deficiency in crosses with the high-yielding modern rice 
variety IR64, and on ii) conducting breeding operations in low-input farmer’s fields instead of research 
stations. Selection in target environments of around 3 t/ha led to the recent release of two new varieties, 
FyVary 32 and FyVary 85, having yield increases of 16-21% over parent IR64, and of 12 – 16% over the 
local recommended variety.  Remarkably, the yield advantage was not limited to low-input conditions, 
but varieties responded well to higher soil fertility and fertilizer application. On-farm selection could 
potentially facilitate adoption of new varieties by small-scale farmers, as feedback by involved farmers 
was obtained regularly and considered in the selection process. Similarly, having conducted organo-
leptic tests in villages with grower-consumers avoided a possible divergence of grower and consumer 
preferences. Combining tolerance of low soil fertility with responsiveness to fertilizers would allow for 
intensification strategies without the need to change varieties. We are exploring options of bundling the 
new varieties with micro-dosing and more high-input intensification strategies with project partners to 
sustainably raise yield levels for smallholder farmers.  

Policy reforms to incentivize adoption 
Peter Okoth Mbogo 
Senior Maize Breeder, Seed Co

The adoption of new improved crop varieties based on favorable policies and legal processes, is criti-
cal in stimulating the creation of new improved crop varieties, as well as supporting an efficient seed 
supply chain that delivers high-quality seed, that fulfills the needs of farmers and consumers.

World Farmers Organization (WFO) developed a farmers’ consultation between February and April 
2021 to explore and collect farmers' needs, constraints, and expectations around new improved plant 
varieties and to promote a farmers’ driven approach to innovation in this field. Results from a sample 
of fifty respondents in thirty countries in five continents showed that farmers look at new improved 
plant varieties with an innovation lens to ensure better yields, economic stability of the farms, and 
resilience over shocks, making farming easier and less labor/input intensive. They also perceive the 
adoption of the new varieties as the key to tackling the challenges of climate change and the sustain-
ability of food systems, ensuring drought tolerance, better pests and disease management. Further-
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more, because of the assurance of excellent yields, nutrition, and safety, the adoption of improved va-
rieties is vital to developing trust in farming activities with financial partners and insurance companies.

Policy makers including farmers, regulators, seed business actors, scientists, legislators have expecta-
tions on the adoption of new improved varieties, which include the following.

1. Access to seeds in terms of availability and affordability.

2. Access to training, information, and knowledge on new improved plant varieties.

3. The need for an enabling and supportive regulatory environment in tandem with country legal 
requirements that support innovation and scientific framework in accessing new varieties.

4. Consumers’ education to build trust around new varieties.

5. Partnership with stakeholders in the value chain to ensure farmers’ expectations and needs are met.

6. Building a cooperation framework that benefits all the actors involved.

 
Policy issues that require intervention to incentivize adoption of new improved varieties include:

1. Harmonization of seed laws and regulations. Accelerating the implementation of the seed harmoni-
zation regulations and implementation framework will minimize the time taken to test and release a 
variety. The absence of harmonization means that each time a variety is introduced in a new country, 
it must undergo 3-4 years of testing. This delays commercialization, is expensive for seed companies 
and is a bottleneck to variety adoption and turnover. The requirement of National Performance Trials 
(NPT), DUS (Distinctness, Uniformity, Stability), and VCU (Value for Cultivation and Use) is a challenge. 
VCU is a challenge because some traits are environment-dependent and therefore cannot be objec-
tively assessed, they are labor-intensive, and sometimes fail to account for farmer-preferred traits, 
and this hampers adoption. Delays in meeting the DUS requirements can be replaced by genetic fin-
gerprinting, molecular markers, which is faster, accurate and sometimes cheaper. Integrating breed-
er’s data and one-year’s NPT data could be used for decision-making to fast-track the release process. 

2. It is critical to strengthen agribusiness sustainability by assisting in the unlocking of private in-
vestment and applying evidence-based advocacy for government policies that can assist farmers in 
improving market access. Farmers will seek improved varieties with  preferred traits and high yields 
resulting to higher earnings if they know they will be able to sell their produce and make a profit. 

3. Many farmers will learn about the enhanced varieties and their benefits because of improved ag-
ricultural extension practices, training, and innovative product promotion strategies, resulting in in-
creased adoption.

4. Funding climate-resilient agriculture policy is critical in adoption. For example, in Kenya, Agricultur-
al Finance Corporation (AFC) should be well funded and run professionally to be able to give loans to 
farmers to fund the farming activities of the new improved varieties with the hope of repayment upon 
harvest and sale of their produce. 
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5. Crop insurance firms should be encouraged to insure farmers who are testing out new products. 
The farmer would be compensated if the products fail. Farmers, on the other hand, will accept these 
new varieties if they are successful.

6. Affirmative Action, Gender transformative-responsive policies and programs should be embraced. 
For example, a preferential award of a certain percentage of tenders in each government ministry to 
businesses owned by women, youth and persons with disabilities to take charge of their own destiny 
in addressing their food-security needs and problems. Studies have shown that women play a key 
role in agriculture in Africa.

7. Enact, consistent policies on new products developed through the latest plant breeding technolo-
gies to enable their use and seed production technologies targeting small-scale farmers for example 
“Seed Production Technology for Africa” (SPTA), a Consultative Group of International Agricultural 
Research (CGIAR) male sterility project that aims to strengthen the capacity of small and medium 
seed companies to produce high-quality hybrid maize more efficiently, in a timely manner, and at a 
reduced cost. 

8. Adoption and implementation of  business-friendly Seed-Trade policies and regulations to accel-
erate seed movement. Multiple clearances required by and through government agencies, causes 
delays across borders.

9. Strengthening national and regional frameworks on curbing the illicit seed trade including tracking 
technologies and stiffer penalty and redress systems.

10. Policy reforms to allow for certification of private seed production inspectors to complement the 
role of regulatory staff who could be overwhelmed during crop inspection procedures. This compli-
mentary arrangement ensures the new product pipeline connects with the farmer promptly.

In conclusion, good policy reforms accelerate the delivery of innovation and enable seed adoption 
to remain a contributor to solutions that address farmer and consumer needs; promote the benefits 
of quality seed as the foundation of sustainable agriculture value chains, since poor quality seed dis-
courage adoption; promote the efficient movement of quality seed to continue to deliver benefits to 
smallholder farmers; encourages and supports fair and sustainable business models; rewards plant 
breeders through demand-led breeding (Breeding as a business) and mitigates Climate change inter-
ventions by developing Climate-smart varieties.

Role of cooperatives in adoption of new crop varieties 
Rinaldo Gosparini 
General Manager, Santa Rosa Semillas Cooperative, Rosario, Argentina

The Cooperativa de Provisión de Servicios Agrícolas Criadero Santa Rosa Limitada began its activities 
in 1983 as the R&D department of the second-degree coop named FACA (Federación Argentina de Co-
operativas Agrarias), one of the two biggest second-degree Cooperative in Argentina at the moment, 
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today Santa Rosa is a Second-Degree Cooperative that not only include Coops but others Private 
Companies on its equity.

In the beginning, it started working with corn but 3 years later adopted soybean as the main crop into 
the Breeding Program, and has maintained its focus until now.

Santa Rosa has been working since then with a couple of foreigner introductions of parentals, but its 
work is mainly dominated by regional germplasm (and maturity groups) that nowadays offer soybean 
varieties perfectly-adapted to the southern hemisphere in two continents, Africa and (Latin) America.

The goal of this project was to provide farmers, owners of the first-degree cooperatives that conform 
Santa Rosa, with seeds, offering them adapted genetic, quality and friendly commercial conditions 
that allow them to protect the production, their farms, since the seed.

With the pass of time, the goals moved from a National Breeding Program to an International Breed-
ing Program, always focused in soybean but with high technology incorporated in its germplasm 
(traits). What never was moved, was its philosophy, to provide farmers, associated to the Coops of 
good genetic, seed quality, friendly commercial conditions and, now, the latest technology available 
in the world into the germplasm, including new breeding techniques as Gene Editing through its par-
ticipation in Bioheuris S.A. (Gene Discovery+Gene Editing to decrease the use of herbicide) and its 
projects with the National University of Rosario in Agronomy Faculty.

To introduce the varieties to the farmers associated to the coop (or not) in all the territories, we have 
four different teams, one of those is in charge of statistical trials, the other is dedicated to the char-
acterization of the products, the third one is the closer team to the farmers, using all the information 
generated in the other steps to show up them how to use the varieties in their farms to increase yields 
into a sustainable production matrix. The last team working on the line, is the marketing team, help-
ing the others in showing the results of the trials and the opportunities the farmers have by using the 
varieties obtained from the germplasm of the Cooperative.

Role of quality seed in improving rice yields: A case study  
Rakesh K. Singh 
Program Leader and Principal Scientist (Plant Breeding), Crop Diversification and Genetics, International Center for Bios 
line Agriculture (ICBA)

There are multiple factors to increase the crop yields, however, use of good quality seeds alone is the 
most important amongst all; and alone it can boost the yield by 15-20%. Although crop management 
is also important but without involving quality seed for cultivation, contributions of other factors be-
come much less. That’s why lot of importance is given to use of quality seed for achieving higher yield 
in rice. Major advantages of use of quality seed are like farmers save resources as less seed amount 
is needed due to high percentage of germinated seed and healthy seedlings; uniform plant stand 
throughout cropping season hence uniform maturity, get good market price due to less mixture, less 
numbers of off-type, and better plant stand due to no-missing hills. 
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Seed replacement rate (SRR) is directly proportionate to quality seed. SRR is much higher for cross 
pollinated crops or hybrid crops comparing to self-pollinated crops like rice. SRR is much lower in 
Africa than major rice growing countries in Asia. It is imperative to increase the SRR through congenial 
policy intervention at the government level to increase the rice productivity that can contribute sig-
nificantly to food security. 

Good quality seed is a pack of technology that signifies the contribution of different landraces for the 
important trait-combinations. Take the example of quality seed of IRRI (International Rice Research 
Institute) line IR72046-B-R-3-3-3-1 that was released as CR405 in Odisha India. This variety had intrin-
sic tolerance to salinity stress. Ersama Block in Jagatsinghpur district of Odisha is very poor district 
and mostly mono-cropped with rice in wet-season. Due to non-availability of good quality seed of sa-
linity tolerant variety, farmers were unable to grow any crop during dry-season when salinity becomes 
high. By mere introduction of quality seed of CR405, the area under dry season started increasing in 
Ersama block. By 2009, the rice area during dry season increased by more than 450% of what it was in 
2003-2004 (at the time of project inception). The improved variety not only increased the yield from 
2.0-2.5 t/ha (local variety Khandagiri) to >5.5 t/ha (CR405), but also improved the social status of the 
small and marginal resource poor farmers. 

Once farmers got the confidence in good quality seed of the rice variety, they started applying inputs 
in fields as per the recommended agronomical practices. Otherwise, hardly there were any farmer 
who used to apply inputs in fields because of ‘no surety’ of crop survival / performance. Indeed, qual-
ity seeds gave enough confidence to the farmers to apply inputs in fields for better ensured returns. 
Government should promote the policies which are conducive to promote high SRR as quality seeds 
is one of the drivers of sustained food security (SDG2, SDG1). 
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Theme 4: SEED SYSTEMS

Parallel Session 4.1: System innovations 
in the seed value chain

Keynote: Seed systems: their importance and policy challenges  
Niels Louwaars 
Managing Director, Plantum, the Netherlands

Seed is a critical input for all crop production. The qualities of seeds such as germination capacity 
and seed health determine a good start of a crop. The genetics embedded in the seed are critical for 
both yield and yield stability, and for consumption and market values of the produce. This also makes 
seed an agent for innovation which is a key target of this conference. Seed is basic; breeding an im-
portant component towards qualities , and genetic resources and technology are important inputs 
of breeding.

A reliable system of access to seed is an important challenge for farmers. Traditionally, farm saved and 
locally shared seed have been, and for several crops still are, the most important source of seed in 
practice. However, climate change and demographic developments put pressure on the sustainability 
of such informal systems. Farmer focused formal seed systems can be much more resilient and thus 
have a better capacity to respond in such quickly changing conditions. Supporting the emergence and 
further development of such ‘green seed industry’ options is therefore the theme of this conference. 

Different operators have different opportunities to serve farmers well. The policy of developing large 
scale public seed enterprises, for which FAO gave a major thrust in the 1960s and ‘70s, has been left 
in most countries in favour of a more diverse private sector. In some countries, established multina-
tional companies took over; in others investments in companies at the national level were stimulated, 
and more recently an additional focus developed to also support farmer groups and cooperatives to 
specialize in the production and sales of quality seeds locally. Depending on the country and the ca-
pacity of these different enterprises, some of these will naturally focus on hybrid maize or vegetables, 
and others on other commercial and local crop seeds. Some will focus on reproducing varieties from 
public breeding; others will have their own national or international breeding programmes. Together 
with the local seed systems that will continue to be relevant for several crop seeds, the creation of a 
diversified market-oriented and thus farmer-focused seed sector is a major step towards enhancing 
seed choice and securing availability of good seed for farmers, too many of whom still use food grain 
to plant their crops. The use of such formal seed systems will also maximize the roles of seeds in inno-
vating agricultural systems for food security and improving rural livelihoods.

Such an approach does however create challenges for policy makers. Policies to stimulate different 
types of enterprises have to be carefully designed to support the diversity of actors. One may think 
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of appropriate institutions and rules to secure seed quality (full certification next to quality declared 
or other), to streamline the roles of public and private breeding, of variety registration systems and 
the protection of plant varieties, and also fiscal and credit stimuli for starting enterprises. In addi-
tion, international seed trade requires regional or global alignment of seed rules and standards and 
well-designed phytosanitary systems. Designing such diverse policy components for integrated seed 
sector development with different private sectors operating side by side is more complex than for the 
blueprint solutions that have been designed in the past. 

All farmers need good seed, irrespective of their farming systems and the markets that they focus on. 
The private seed sector have an increasingly important role to play. The current ‘Seed Systems’ theme 
brings together a diversity of speakers that will discuss this. The theme concentrates on the two key 
elements: seed quality management and their institutions, and on ways to stimulate seed enterprise 
development across the globe. 

Quality seed production systems: A success story of India: Telangana State asglobal seed hub 
Keshavulu Kunusoth 
Director, Telangana State Seed & Organic Certification Authority (TSSOCA), India and Vice President, International Seed 
Testing Association (ISTA)

Achieving food sufficiency has long been an Indian concern. Between the late 1940s and 1960s, India 
faced challenges for increasing food production. These challenges were addressed mainly with the 
Green Revolution which brought systematic initiatives for breeding of productive High Yielding Vari-
eties (HYVs) of staple crops. However, this necessitated availability of improved varieties with well-es-
tablished seed systems. 

Further, the National Agricultural Research Systems that started breeding improved cultivars necessi-
tated institutional support with establishment of the National Seeds Corporation (NSC), a public com-
pany (1963) to provide for seed multiplication and certification, implantation of the National Seeds 
Project (1975-85) to establish the State Farms Corporation of India, state public seed companies (state 
seeds development corporations), state seed certification agencies, seed testing laboratories, and 
breeder seed production units for seed multiplication, distribution and marketing through voluntary 
certification and compulsory labelling system. These organisations were growth drivers for the pro-
motion of a public and private seed sector where growers could introduce HYVs and provide farmers 
access to quality seed. 

In parallel, the union government framed enabling seed policies, laws, and regulations through the 
seeds act (1966), seed (control) order (1983), national seed policies, and new seed bill amongst others 
to regulate varietal development, seed multiplication, and marketing including mandatory labelling 
/ volunteer certification. These aimed to provide access to best quality seed and strengthen the seed 
sector. To encourage seed companies in the seed market, the new industrial policy (1991) permitted 
foreign investors and liberalised seed exports. Consequently, food production increased from 82.02 
(1960-61) to 308.65 million tonnes (2020-21).
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Seed Production Systems:

The seed production system for seed multiplication, distribution, and marketing contains breeder, 
foundation, and certified/labelled seed. This provides adequate safeguards for quality assurance and 
maintenance of varietal purity as seed flows from breeding institutes to farmers. Policies enabled pri-
vate sector involvement in plant breeding, seed multiplication, and marketing.   

The Indian seed industry has grown immensely during the last three decades. Formal seed produc-
tion systems consisting of the public and private sector have resulted in evolution from a predomi-
nantly public sector to a multi-faceted industry with a large involvement of private firms to meet both 
domestic and international needs. However, informal seed supply systems, which are broadly farm-
saved seed and farmer to farmer exchange, farmers’ cooperatives, community groups, seed growers, 
NGOs, continue to operate at the community level and provide a significant parentage of overall seed 
requirements. Ultimately, integrated seed systems that include both formal and informal sectors as-
sist access to improved seed. 

The union government has been supporting seed industry development and strengthening of seed in-
frastructure facilities including seed testing laboratories and seed villages. The regulatory frameworks 
implemented for seed systems have resulted in strengthening of the formal, informal and integrated 
seed sectors, resulting in expanded access to quality seed and increased food security. Combined the 
public sector and private industry have laid strong foundations for the Indian seed sector.

 
Telangana State towards Global Seed Hub:

Telangana is India’s youngest state, with an agriculture-based economy where agricultural crop pro-
duction has grown hugely from 20.7 Mmt (2014-15) to 38.3 Mmt (2020-21). A key mandate is to promote 
comprehensive seed systems to accelerate agricultural productivity growth, promote transformative 
structural change and create an enabling environment to ensure access to quality seed. Telangana 
has adopted proactive seed policies, regulations, capacities, integration of seed systems, investment 
support scheme for farmers, to ensure farmers benefit from improved cultivars and providing new 
emerging seed markets. At the same time harmonising with global organisations, such as OECD and 
ISTA, to verify seed purity and quality has enhanced international trade. 

Telangana has a congenial semi-arid climate providing cool and dry weather over three stable grow-
ing environments, a professional industry with skilled human resources, strong research, expanding 
infrastructure, and advanced logistical facilities for quality seed multiplication and storage. Farmers 
have transitioned to seed growers, seed entrepreneurs, and communities transformed “seed villages”.

The seed industry combines both public and private seed companies. The public sector contributes to 
plant breeding, early and later generation seed multiplication. To provide quality seed to rural farm-
ers, the provincial department of agriculture has undertaken seed supply system and business skills 
development through seed villages. The private sector includes more than 375 varied sized compa-
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nies involved in plant breeding, seed production and marketing within stringent regulations. Farmers’ 
cooperative societies and seed villages have facilitated production increasing farmers’ income and 
quality seed supply. The seed industry is supported by a digitised Telangana State Seed Certification 
Authority for domestic and international certification and an ISTA laboratories to verify seed quality.

The Telangana seed sector has critical strengths with better logistical connectivity.  Telangana con-
tributes around 60% of India’s seed requirements and seed exports. Transformations have taken place 
over the past decades creating an organised seed sector enabling introduction of improved seeds and 
advanced technologies including GM. 

Hyderabad, Telangana has become the Seed Capital of India, by adopting seed systems with con-
tinuous innovations within policy and regulatory frameworks enabling movement of seeds, creating 
enduring partnerships across the seed value chain and promoting seed exports. Together, these ac-
tivities are moving Telangana state towards becoming a global seed hub that plays a pivotal role in 
sustainable agriculture. 

 
Conclusions: 

Seed sector development in Telangana has identified potential actions and strategies that will enable 
farmers in food insecure regions increased access to quality seeds i.e.:

• Adoption of flexible approaches and effective seed systems including formal, informal, and 
integrated sectors, translated into food productivity enhancements in farmers’ fields with 
high adoption of improved seed. 

• Seed production systems, within an enabling environment of effective seed policies, laws,  
and regulations throughout the value chain have enhanced access for small-scale farmers to 
quality seeds of food security crops.

• An objective of this conference on green development of seed industries is to promote 
cooperation between sectors. The example from India is that    supporting infrastructure, 
partnerships, and education and the participation of both the public and private seed actors 
through enabling polices and flexible seed systems can strengthen the seed value chain. 
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Quality seed production systems: Different quality control systems in one regulatory frame 
Bellah Mpofu 
Policy Development Specialist, Feed the Future Southern Africa Seed Trade Project, Zambia

Seed certification is a quality control process that ensures genetic purity and identity of certified seed 
sold, through generation control, inspection and labeling. However, it raises the cost of seed to farm-
ers and often reduces access to seed. Consequently, some African countries also allow the sale of seed 
that is produced less rigorously and is relatively cheaper such as quality declared seed or standard 
grade seed, in their legislation. This may assist emerging seed companies to establish their businesses 
and serve niche markets which may not require certified seed.  In addition, many African countries 
have incorporated regional harmonized seed regulatory systems in their regulatory frameworks to 
facilitate seed trade within regional blocs. A handful of countries are affiliated to international seed 
bodies and produce and test seed destined for export according to their rules. However, it is import-
ant in such cases to allow the use of local protocols and seed certificates by seed companies whose 
niche market ends within the national boundaries.

Quality seed production systems  
Ali Üstün 
Secretary General, Economic Cooperation Organization Seed Association (ECOSA)

For quality and standard plant production, one of the essential prerequisite is the quality of seeds to 
grow. This quality starts from plant breeding activities to handle to growers, including registration and 
seed certification, in any country. The duration for all activities in crops and vegetables might need 16 
to 18 generations. In other words, if only basic climate was used, it meant that 16 to 18 years needed. 
Quality in plant breeding is not the focus of this brief presentation. We assume that in plant breeding 
genotypic and physical quality was assured. I will focus from this point to the end users on quality 
seed production systems.

Once a candidate variety is obtained, the next step is the official registration of variety/hybrid. At the 
beginning, the aims of the registration were (1) to protect farmers from low quality seeds, (2) to main-
tain production level in the country from the agricultural policy level, and (3) to assign an identity to 
genotypes to be used in plant production. After 1970’s another aim was added which is to protect the 
plant breeders, who spent years and invest capital for developing variety/hybrid, from illegal use of 
his/her product. However, there is no one identical registration system in all countries. Registration for 
all plants needs a proper DUS (Distinctiveness, Uniformity, Stability). Based on crops and  vegetables, 
there are two main registration systems: (1) only DUS tests are needed for vegetables, and (2) DUS and 
VCU (Value for Cultivation and Use) evaluations are the basics of registration in crops. There are two 
reasons for this difference: (a) Variety life in vegetables and ornamentals are very short and varieties 
for these plants are preferred not for their VCU but appearance, shape, color, smell and so on. Crops 
have a high economic and social impact on society and for this reason, VCU is the official and essen-
tial part of registration. 
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Registration and DUS tests are prepared and updated by UPOV. It is very useful to be a member of 
UPOV for any country to make use of varieties/hybrids in other countries. However, in order to com-
plete UPOV membership, ISTA accreditation and membership to OECD Seed Scheme can be very 
beneficial for any country in the World due to meet some standards to be required for UPOV and 
OECD memberships and ISTA accreditation. All the requirements or standards are intended to have 
high quality in seeds.

Common catalog of EU was set up using UPOV guidelines, ISTA rules and OECD standards in seed 
production. When seed production is done under OECD Seed Scheme and get the OECD Certificate, 
it is guaranteed that accuracy to name of variety/hybrid, genetic and physical properties of variety/
hybrid is assured. International trade of seeds can be facilitated very fast and easy, and safe marketing 
can be accomplished.

Number of countries with UPOV, ISTA and OECD Seed Scheme is not very high. There are countries 
where they do not how to get memberships to UPOV and OECD Seed Scheme and ISTA accreditation, 
although they would like to have these features. There are also countries they are lacking educated 
and experienced staff to set up the systems. There are countries where they need not only educat-
ed and experienced staff but also infrastructure such as necessary labs. FAO, ISF and Regional Seed 
Unions can have undeniable roles to help, advise, supervise these countries. When we reach this tar-
get, we are much more safe for the quality of seeds. 

Seed authenticity: Consequences of fake seed in the market and innovative remedies  
Duncan Ochieng’ Onduu 
Executive Officer, Seed Trade Association of Kenya, Kenya

The Seed Trade Association of Kenya (STAK) is an association of Kenyan seed companies and organiza-
tions registered to produce, process and or distribute seed as well as play other supportive roles to agri-
culture.  STAK aims to promote the interests of seed enterprises through the use of quality seed.  It works 
in partnership with the Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate Service (KEPHIS) which is the regulatory authority.

Counterfeit seed is seed which has not gone through the certification process by KEPHIS. The certi-
fication process ensures that seed has met quality standards after undergoing field inspections and 
laboratory tests. Planting counterfeit seeds can lead to the following: 

• Poor or lack of germination. Uncertified seed have not undergone germination tests by KEPHIS 
to assure the seed of good germination coupled with good agronomic practice; 

• Reduced yield because uncertified seed are not high yielding and have more insect and 
disease problems; 

• Loss of investment to farmers when they lose the crop due to poor performance; and 

• Difficult to track the source of seed especially if the seed was not bought from the agro 
dealer shop. 
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One can be able to identify counterfeit seeds during the purchase of a seed packet from the agro 
dealers shop (2kgs and below), a farmer should look for a seed sticker label on the packet, scratch the 
label and send the 14 digit hidden number to 1393 at no cost. This can be done through both android 
enabled and basic phone “ Mlika Mwizi”

If a seed is certified, the farmer will receive the following feedback:

• VARIETY NAME: 

• WEIGHT: 

• SPECIES: 

• LOT NUMBER:

• CLASS: 

• TESTING DATE: 

If counterfeit, the farmer will receive the following feedback. 

Digit xxxxxxxxxxxxxx IS NOT A VALID CODE. Check and send correct code. 
The seed may not be genuine. Call 0709891000.

What can a farmer do after they realize they have bought counterfeit seed?

If a farmer gets the invalid code feedback, they should not pay for the seed; return the seed to the 
Seed seller (for return to the seed company) and report the matter by calling the number 0709891000. 
If a farmer suspects counterfeit seed they can report the matter to the nearest KEPHIS office, the 
Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock, Fisheries and Cooperatives or the nearest Police station.

How can a farmer avoid buying counterfeit seed?

• Buying seed from agro dealers registered with KEPHIS whose operating license has been 
renewed and is up to date;

• Buying seed from seed companies who are registered with KEPHIS;

• Avoid buying seed from open market and recycled seed from fellow farmers;

• Keeping receipts after buying seed should it be required as evidence when you suspect 
counterfeit seed; and

• Scratching all seed packets bought from the agro dealer upon purchase rather than later since 
mere scratch does not affect validity date.

STAK encourages farmers to pay due diligence during the purchase of seed to ensure that they don’t 
fall prey to unscrupulous traders who engage in trade in Counterfeit seed. STAK is working with other 
stakeholders i.e. KEPHIS, Anti Counterfeit Authority, The Kenya Police and the County Government to 
have a multi-pronged approach in the management of Counterfeit seed. There have been triggers. 
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Seed treatments: How seed treatment contributes to green innovation of plant production 
Tim Loeffler 
Business Owner, Seed Vigor Consulting LLC, United States of America  

This presentation will discuss the contribution of seed treatments and most recent innovations relat-
ed to green development toward plant production.  An overview of the types, benefits, and challenges 
of seed treatments will be discussed.  Emphasis on recent innovations will be shared and will con-
clude strategies related to continuing excellence for the future.    

Parallel Session 4.2: Seed enterprise development and 
international trade

Government incentives for seed business development – Nigeria  
Okelola Folarin 
Senior Technical Adviser to Director General, National Agricultural Seeds Council (NASC), Nigeria

The main objective of any dynamic and responsive seed system is to deliver quality seed of high-per-
forming varieties to farmers on a regular basis, at an affordable price for increased productivity.  This 
task requires adequate and strategic steps that will strengthen the seed system. However, efforts of 
Government to increase farmers’ access to quality seed has not yielded the expected results, because 
farmers are still producing below expected productivity due to utilization of seeds of low quality or 
farmer saved seed.  This situation has attracted other efforts of the Government in Nigeria to create 
a domestic policy, legal and institutional environment that will increase the crop yield per hectare 
which will match the yields found in other developed nations. This paper therefore, attempts to re-
view the evolution of Nigeria seed industry and efforts embarked upon by Government to develop the 
industry, with a view to assessing the progress of the industry associated to the incentives.  Available 
records revealed that the first attempt to Seed business development in Nigeria dated back to 1975 
with the establishment of the National Seeds Service as a unit under the Federal Ministry of Agricul-
ture and Rural Development. Although, several actions and transformations were reported during 
this period, the seed business development situation still needed more interventions. The current 
dispensation of the industry was traced to 2007 when full implementation of the Act 72 of 1992 led to 
the creation of the National Agricultural Seeds Council as a full parastatal of the Federal Ministry of 
Agriculture that was saddled amongst others with the responsibility of coordinating all seed related 
matters in the country. The review of the impediments to the growth of the industry during this period 
led government to introduce additional initiatives aimed at incentivizing the seed business develop-
ment of the nation and trigger the recent growth experienced in the seed industry of the Country.

 The strategies identified and discussed include   creation of enabling seed business environment 
through introduction of right policies, laws and regulations; unbundling access to financial services 
for seed system development;  provision of support to ensure access to quality early generation seed 
(EGS) through accreditation and encouragement  of private players,  decentralization of seed quality 
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assurance system; massive educational enlightenment, sensitization and conduct of market raids to 
curb seed faking and deployment of modern molecular tools for diagnostic certification and DNA fin-
gerprinting. A game changer was the introduction of the electronic seed quality assurance and track-
ing tool called the SEEDCODEX which complements the statutory seed certification tags to give farm-
ers more confidence in the seeds they buy from the seed dealer shops and choke out unscrupulous 
seed merchants from further exploiting farmers by sale of poor quality seeds. In addition, the signing 
into Law the Plant Variety Protection Act in 2021 is creating a new courage for private investment into 
the Nigerian Seed business space. Each strategy was discussed before it was concluded that, though 
Nigeria seed industry has recorded tremendous growth in the recent time, It has not reached the peak 
of her destination in terms seed business development. It was then recommended that more invest-
ment by the public and private sector will help the seed industry to get to desired destination.

Government incentives for seed business development – Vietnam  
Nguyen Thanh Minh 
Director, Vietnam Seed Service Support Centre, Vietnam

First of all, I would like to thank FAO and specially the Organizer of the Conference for giving me this 
opportunity to present on the incentives for business development in Vietnam.

Vietnam is an agriculture country: At present, Crop Production is contributing from 64 to 68% total 
value of agriculture production. Recently, Vietnam has become big Exporter for agriculture. In the Top 
10 of Agri-Products are exported, 7 of them are Crop’s Products. Seed plays the most important role 
for the crop production: We achieve food security when there is Seed Security. Thus, seed business is 
important on providing enough seed for both of quality and quantity. So, Government have decisive 
role on incentives the development of seed business.

Agriculture is considered as Key Economy sector in Vietnam. Before 1990, Seed Business is subsidized 
by the Government. All Seed companies are State organizations. At that time, with the model of 3 class 
of seed: Foundation seed/Basic seed/Certified seed from Nation – Province – District, we provided in 
free of charge for certified seed to all agriculture cooperative in the country. However, it’s only enough 
for some provinces with rice.

Until the years of 80’s, we have nothing to subsidy anymore due to our economy is exhausted for sub-
sidy in a longtime. The situation become serious thus, in 1986, our Government decided to change 
the economy from subsidy to market with the participation of different economy sectors. It was not 
monopolized by the Government. So private sector appeared in Vietnam with some small companies 
are established. In the situation, the needs for development of Seed Business are legal frame work, 
policy the assistance of the Government. We used to implement many policies in different aspects 
(Seed Price Support/Land using/Tax/Credit…). But, today I want to mention on a policy that pro-
motes the development of the Seed Business in a sustainable and stable manner in Vietnam, that is 
Plant Breeder’s Right or Plant Variety Protection.
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New plant variety is key factor for seed business. PVP encourages of breeding and introduction of new 
plant variety to the production. PVP system is established in Vietnam in 2004, in 2006 we joined UPOV 
Convention. Now I will show you the evidence of the impact of PVP to the Seed Business development 
in Vietnam. This Chart show the number of application for PVP in Vietnam since we established PVP 
system and it is increasing by the time especially after we became UPOV’s Member. Recent years, we 
received around 250 applications per year and many of them are belong to new plant species. Thus, 
an exciting market on seed for not only rice and maize as before but also a lot of varieties from vege-
table, flowers, fruit crops and medicinal plants… are trading in Vietnam.

No of new varieties from private sector together with their growth on size and R/D facility through dif-
ferent levels since PVP system is established: Before 2006, almost all of the Seed Company was Trad-
ers only. Beginning years after PVP appeared, they are licensed to exploit PBR from Owner and then 
recently, they develop their Breeding facility by their-own investment and many of them become big 
Corporation with very good breeding capacity and become Techno-Scientific Enterprises. The impact 
of PVP system is also reflective in the specialization of the Chain from Plant breeding to introduction 
of new variety to the production. This specialization is supporting the effective operation of Seed 
Business of the country. When their ability on the competition in the market increased they become 
stronger and contribute to the Government’ Policies much more. Now they are play important role on 
the linkage of 4 Members: “Farmer – Manager – Scientist – Entrepreneur” for the implementation of 
the big agriculture policies of the Government.

The role of PVP in the development of Seed Business is still shown by mobilization of all human re-
source of the Social to join to the breeding and introduction of new variety.  Because of plant Breeder 
get benefits from their new variety in an effective PVP system. Here in the chart above, the breeders in 
Vietnam including Farmer, Individual in different jobs. Recent years, many companies who are from 
other sector than agriculture also invested to R/D for new variety. Such as Pharmacy, finance, construc-
tion, property companies. The number of new varieties from private sector is often higher than public 
sector, so Government have chance to reduce of finance to invest on plant breeding for other purposes.

Aware on the importance of the Seed Business for the agriculture sector, VN’s Government has issued 
some relevant policies on incentives for seed business development, there are 2 policies focused on it as:

• Seed Program (2020 – 2030) with main content: to increase percentage of using certified seed in crop 
production area and strengthening capacity on R/D as well as improving the seed trading system.

• For IP Strategy 2020 – 2030, the aims of PVP: Increasing the PVP applications in Vietnam by 
12 – 14% per year. In addition, the Government incentives for Seed Business Development is 
not limit in the country but also in the global market through encouraging 10 – 12% of VN’s 
applications will be filed in other countries in the situation of International Trade. In order to 
support Vietnamese to file application to overseas as to facilitate the foreigner to file their variety 
to Vietnam, the positive acting to join the PVP Region ò Vietnam is mentioned in the IP Strategy.
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Here are some photos on the meeting to discuss on the establishment of PVP region – it’s call e-PVP 
Asia now. Until now we experienced 7 meetings: It is organized in Vietnam for the first to third Meeting 
then 4 others conducted by online due to covid pandemic. At present, a tool for filing application for 
e-PVP Asia based on the UPOV Prisma then it is going operation soon.

Government incentives for seed business development – China  
Jikun Huang 
Professor, School of Advanced Agricultural Sciences, Peking University, China

China’s seed industry has significantly contributed to agricultural productivity growth and food se-
curity. For example, the yields of newly released crop varieties such as rice, wheat and maize have 
steadily increased since the early 1980s. For three major cereals, the current adoption rates of mod-
ern varieties all exceed 96%, which is largely due to its own strong seed R&D system. Meantime, the 
improved lines and other genetic resources from international sources, particularly CIMMYT and IRRI, 
have also contributed to breeding program and yield frontier of major cereals in China. The public 
R&D system has played important role in generating new varieties for hundreds of millions of small 
farms in the past, but private sector has been rising rapidly. For example, the number of seed com-
panies with more than RMB 100 million (or about US$ 15 million) asset increased from 243 in 2013 to 
386 in 2019. 

The rapid seed sector expansion has been closely associated with the evolution of seed development 
policies in China in the past. The public sector, the government research institutes and universities, 
were nearly only source of seed varieties released to farmers by the late 1990s. In order to develop a 
modern seed sector to promote private sector to engage in seed business, China decreed its first Seed 
Law in 2010, right after its joining UPOV (1978) in 1999. Seed varieties with higher yields generated by 
both public and private sectors increased rapidly in 2010s. To facilitate seed market development and 
modernize seed industry, China implemented several major policies during in 2011-2013, including 
the efforts to move commercial breeding program from public to seed companies, focus the public 
sector on basic & applied basic R&D, and integrate the public and private sectors through market. 
Meantime, China has also tried to consolidate seed companies by raising entry threshold. While these 
policies have important implications to seed industry, the implementation is partially successful. 

With the experience of seed policy reform in 2000s and early 2010s, China made a big effort to relax 
variety approval requirement in the middle 2010s. Major policies include the green channel for big 
companies for obtaining their PVPs and relaxing variety approval procedure for all seed companies in 
end of 2014 and modifying the Seed Law, the latter Enhances PVPs and reduce the coverage of crops 
required for variety approval procedure from 28 crops to 5 crops. The policy changes have significant 
impacts on the number of PVPs and the newly released varieties. 

Despite of rapid development of China’s seed industry in the past, China now is also facing several 
challenges. Rapid rising number of seed varieties and huge number of seed companies have pros and 
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cons. While competition has been rising as indicated by the falling profit of seed business and huge 
number of seed companies, R&D expenditure by the major seed companies stagnated recently. The 
impact of increasing efforts to protect IPRs is evidenced, but it is still challenge to have significant 
change under UPOV 1978. In addition, despite great efforts have been made to integrate public and 
private sectors, the actual progress is not very encourage.  

In dealing with the above challenges, China’s government has initiated its National Seed Industry 
Revitalization Initiative since 2020. Major efforts include reinforcing IPRs in general and PVPs in partic-
ular, investing in the innovations of seed industry from the conservation and utilization of germplasm 
resources all the way to downstream breeding and seed production, expanding supports from mainly 
cereals in the past to horticulture, livestock and fishery, and enhancing policy supports for integrating 
public and private sectors. The above effects are expected to have significant impacts on moderating 
China seed industry in the coming decade. In addition, more efforts to make clear division of public 
and private roles in seed R&D and business, further enhancing international exchange of seed and 
genetic resources, and joining UPOV 1991 may further contribute to China’s National Seed Industry 
Revitalization in the future.   

Seed sector development for resilience - Uganda  
Shaun Ferris 
Senior Technical Advisor, Agriculture/Livelihoods and Markets, Catholic Relief Services

This presentation draws on a study in Uganda that reviewed the main seed sectors including formal, 
semi-formal, informal and emergency based seed systems. The findings showed that most farmers 
in Uganda continue to access seeds through a combination of these seed channels. Whilst hybrid 
seeds for maize and vegetables varieties are accessed through formal seed systems, most smallhold-
er farmers access non-hybrid seeds, for self-pollinating and vegetatively propagated crops through 
home saved seeds and local informal markets. Whilst most countries aim to develop robust formal 
seed system to provide farmers with quality seed, in many cases, Governments, humanitarian and 
development agencies buy or procure certified seed and provide this to vulnerable farmers through 
various free seed channels. Although seed subsidy programs, may be successful in the short run, in 
enabling farmers to access seed, there is little evidence to show that free seed program, such as direct 
distributions, or seed fairs, lead to business relations between seed input suppliers and farmers when 
the free seed program ends. This talk will review the effects of recurrent subsidized seed delivery on 
the commercial seed sector in Uganda, where decades of free seed disbursements have led to a situ-
ation where it is thought that 30-50% of the commercially available seed is of low quality, expired or 
counterfeit seed. To address this situation, agencies such as CRs are developing more sustainable and 
resilient ways of enabling farmers to access quality seed, of non-hybrid seeds, at affordable prices by 
establishing links between seed companies and farmers, that are supported by innovative financing 
systems, and last mile delivery agents.
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Private seed providers supporting farmers in agronomy and market development  
Lysette Lacambra 
KT Technical Specialist, East-West Seed Knowledge Transfer

Farmers are powerful market actors. East-West Seed is bringing them into the value chain, where 
they are often neglected. For almost 40 years, the company continuously lived by its mission to pro-
vide seed and service innovations. Recognizing the vast potential in smallholder farmers and their 
need for quality seeds and knowledge on how to grow crops in order to gain a competitive position 
in the markets, East-West Seed has supported intensive training programs as an essential core of its 
business model for many years. Moving it beyond the company and to ensure that pre-commercial 
activities are most effectively geared towards benefitting smallholder farmers, the company created 
East-West Seed Knowledge Transfer. It is an independently funded and managed nonprofit initiative, 
which currently operates in 9 countries in Asia and Africa.

The East-West Seed Knowledge Transfer fosters collaboration with like-minded organizations through 
Public-Private Partnerships. These collaborations catalyze and foster market creation and develop-
ment of the local economy. Not only do the additional financial resources enable us to scale our 
outreach, synergies also deepen the impact of our work by bringing additional skills and experience 
such as on health and nutrition, financial literacy, micro finance, post-harvest handling, linkages to 
downstream buyers and consumers, and IT applications and platforms. 

Knowledge is a valuable tool to initiate market creation. High quality seeds must be coupled with 
excellent and reliable advice to farmers to be able to reach the potential yield and profit. It ensures 
the maximum benefit from the genetic gains of improved varieties the company produced. When 
equipped with improved agricultural practices, the growers earn bigger yields and higher profits, 
which sets the stage for long-term market development. Vegetable production is positioned as an 
attractive and viable livelihood, which also creates an opportunity for youth engagement and reduc-
tion of urban migration. As more growers adopt improved practices, we catalyze the development of 
competitive input markets and a fertile environment for businesses to grow. It is in this environment 
that the company and other private actors can be more effective in developing new markets and sup-
porting rural economic development.

Phyto-sanitary: new approaches on phytosanitary controls to support cross border seed trade 
Rose Souza Richards 
Seed Health Manager, International Seed Federation

Seed is often seen as an important risk factor for the introduction and spread of pests. It is important 
to take into consideration that only for a limited number of pests, seed is a pathway for transmission 
of a pest. However, many countries do regulate several pests without conclusive scientific evidence of 
seed to seedling transmission in natural conditions. 
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Breeding, production, processing, and sales of seeds occurs all over the world, driven by factors such 
as climate conditions, logistics, processing location and sales country. Seed lots may be stored for sev-
eral years and repeatedly re-exported to multiple destination countries.  Each time the seeds move from 
one country to another, phytosanitary documents are needed and today, this has become very chal-
lenging. Different countries have different import requirements which are not harmonized and can even 
be conflicting. Already at the time of seed production, companies must know to which countries the 
seed will eventually be sold (possibly via re-export) so that the field inspections required by the coun-
tries of sales can be compiled and included in the phytosanitary documents. This makes planning in a 
seed company very complex as it is not always known beforehand where a seed lot may be sold. 

Seed trade is growing rapidly. At the same time many countries are defining new, not harmonized and 
more specific phytosanitary requirements for seeds. Risk avoidance is an important factor driving new 
regulations.  The increase in trade as well as in phytosanitary requirements results in a high degree of 
complexity to move seed around the globe. Further, it increasingly strains the limited National Plant 
Protection Organization (NPPO) resources. In the long run, the seed industry foresees that the current 
phytosanitary system is not sustainable. There is a need for simplification and harmonization of the 
current system to ship seed internationally. The international seed industry proposes an alternative 
solution in which seeds produced in a NPPO-approved production system can be imported and (re-) 
exported with a phytosanitary certificate, without the specification of individual pests. 

The international seed industry and NPPOs have a shared need for a good phytosanitary system that 
prevents the introduction and spread of plant pests and at the same time enables global trade in a 
fast business model. The seed industry strives for recognition of the practices that are currently used 
to ensure the production of healthy seeds. Seed companies already have many procedures in place to 
prevent infection/ infestation of seeds with known seed transmitted pests. 

The international seed industry strives for global harmonization via implementation of a multilateral 
agreement based on a sufficiently clear systems approach for seeds. These systems can be built up grad-
ually and evolve from only a few participating countries in the beginning to global acceptance in time.

Seed policy and regional harmonization  
Justin Rakotoarisaona 
Secretary General, African Seed Trade Association (AFSTA)

Seed is a major technology transfer in agriculture and it links conservation, cultivation, production, 
consumption, trade of agricultural inputs and produce. Building an effective seed system is essential 
to successful agricultural transformation, diversification, intensification and inclusive market growth. 
Many factors contribute to how seed systems function and create opportunities. Seed policy guides 
government action and define roles of seed stakeholders in a seed system in order to elaborate priori-
ty interventions to address challenges in a seed sector and exploit opportunities for improved perfor-
mance with a view to ensuring availability and access to safe and high-quality seed to all stakeholders 
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for increased food security and economic growth. The ability of a regulatory framework to facilitate 
delivery of high-quality seeds to farmers depend upon both legal and institutional factors and how 
gaps in these systems are identified and addressed. While having good laws and solid regulations is a 
critical step in developing a seeds system, these measures are only as effective as their implementa-
tion on the ground. The liberalization of the seed sector in Africa paved the way for the involvement of 
the private sector in the seed activities (Research, production, and marketing) with a view to improv-
ing seed supply to farmers and allow them to access to good germplasm and new seed technologies. 

To do so, the private requires an enabling environment such as appropriate seed legislation both at 
national and regional levels. Often accessing the right seeds depends upon crossing a national border 
as borders physically cut across agro-ecological zones within a region, but fragmentation of markets 
deter investment in seed multiplication and supply. Movement of seeds, germplasm, and data across 
borders has been a complicated process due to the complexity of requirements by countries. In some 
African countries, it can take several years to register new seed varieties in a particular country. This 
is often true even when the varieties are already available in neighboring countries. Slow registration 
contributes to restricting farmers’ access to improved seeds, and therefore further limits their ability 
to increase yields. Regional harmonization of seed laws and regulations hold potential to streamline 
and shorten procedures for evaluating and releasing new varieties, simplify requirements and pro-
cedures for importing or exporting seeds and establish regional efforts on plant variety protection to 
encourage breeders to develop new crop varieties. It promotes cross-border seed trade i.e. increased 
seed market size justifying a significant investment in the seed sector. 

The Regional Economic Communities in Africa such as the Economic Community for West Africa 
States (ECOWAS), the Common Market for Eastern and the Southern Africa (COMESA), The East Africa 
Community (EAC), and the Southern African Development Community (SADC) regions have all adopt-
ed harmonized seed regulations to promote cross-border seed trade and recently the Commission of 
the African Union adopted the African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) of which seed regulations 
are an integrated part. Numerous efforts have been made to implement harmonized regional seed 
regulations in Africa to increase agricultural productivity and regional economies. 

However, efforts of all seed stakeholders are required to overcome various challenges such as lack 
of capacity of the member States and the absence of vibrant private seed sector in some countries 
in Africa. Indeed, although regional harmonization efforts endeavor to unify national seed legal and 
regulatory regimes, the actual process of changing national systems to reflect regional rules, take a 
significant amount of time, and a number of discrepancies between regional and national systems 
still exist. 

Further, while national governments are increasingly seeking to take the interests of seed growers and 
companies into account and engage them in putting in place systems that can both ensure quality 
of seeds, further change in national level legal and regulatory systems will be required to bring the 
private sector into the process as regional harmonization efforts move forward. However, when seed 
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markets cut across a greater number of countries, the enabling environment tends to become more 
complex. In conclusion, seed policy and harmonization are a long process that requires the coopera-
tion of all the seed stakeholders in order to create and/or maintain a conducive environment for seed 
activities with a view to appropriately serving the farming community that is responsible for produc-
ing food for the fast growing population in Africa.




